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Phase II
tobacco bill
passes House
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A bill that would give
Kentucky fartners almost 92
percent of the money they were
expecting for the second phase
of a tobacco buyout unanimously passed t.le House Friday
morning. State Rep. Melvin - Henley,
R-Murray, said having the
expected from the
agricultural developbuyout ment fund,
not the state's generstalled was al fund,
and with proceeds from
making state bonds,
Henley said. The
tobacco transfer of funds
would still
growers and leave $5
million for agricultural
holdquota
diversification.
ers anxious.
,Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray.
The second
said things
round
of are moving
Henley
payments along in this
are in jeop- chamber.
ardy because of ongoing litigaThe education involving tobacco manution comfacturers in a North Carolina
mittee
he
court. -It's left a lot of farmers
chairs heard
in the lurch because they
testimony
thought they were getting
bills,
for
money for their budget,"
including
Henley said in an interview
Senate Bill
Friday afternoon.
19, which supports the state's
About 163,000 leaf growers Read
to Achieve initiative.
and quota holders would get i
The bill would require every
$114 million of the $124 milelementary school to provide a
riar.dieguiame
lion originally outlined in.
1999 settlement if the bill reading program. diagnostic
es the Senate and the governor's
reading assessments and intersigns it. The bill would authorvention services for students'
ize the transfer of phase one setwho don't read at a proficient
tlement funds to pay Phase II.
level, and ensure quality
"The legislation that created
instruction by highly trained
the agreement had in it that up
teachers.
to $114 million could be trans"There's nothing we can do
ferred from phase one to phase
to help the whole enterprise of
two, but we didn't want a laweducation more than making
suit to challenge that,- Henley
sure people can read," Winters
said. "It has emergency bill stasaid in an interview 'Friday
tus so as soon as the governor
afternoon.
signs it the state can issue
Winters said the governor's
money.
budget proposal that is built
"It was unanimous in the with
his tax reform plan in
House and I feel it will pass the
Senate without problems."
The buyouts woulkbe paid •See Page 2A

wrap
Reunion
planned
for D.C.

Reaching the Goal

trip vets

005
GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

United Way of Murray-Calloway County's 2004-05 Campaign Chair Alice Rouse,
foreground, and the agency;s Executive Director Peg Billington joyfully place the
final red mark at the top of the thermometer at the corner of 12th and Chestnut
streets to show all that the campaign had reached its goal of $303,000 in pledges
riday morning. Rouse announced the accomplishment at the United Way
Celebration Breakfast earlier in the day.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Call it a victory lap or maybe
just a quick step back into the
spotlight. Come May I. though.
Wickliffe resident Sandy. Hart
will be back where she feels she
truly belongs — with western
Kentucky World War II veterans.
Monday, the woman who
spearheaded
a bus caravan that carried around
500 veterans
,to Washington, D.C., so
they could
have an upclose look at
Hart
the National
World War
11 Memorial before it opened,
held a press conference in
Paducah to announce a reunion
for those veterans and their
families. This time, the mission
will not require nearly as much
distance, though, as Paducah
will host the event through May
3.
"I've gotten so many calls
from World War II veterans
about this, many of whom
weren't able to go up there with
,us last year asking if they can
come. I tell them. 'Look!
Whether you went on the trip or
not, we did'all that for you. Of
course you can.— said Hart
with her usual enthusiasm
Thursday afternoon, three days
after she conducted a press conference in Paducah to announce
the reunion that will involve a
pair of Paducah venues Carson Park and Paducah
Tilghman High School.
"This is through the 3rd. but
I've heard many of them are
thinking about staying through
the next day, too, and that's
very fitting. May 4'was the day

II See Page 2A

Fletcher defends
his tax proposal

Just A'Swinginf

TOM BERRY/Ledger E. Times photo

Kailyn Burkeen, 4, seems to really enjoy the brilliant sunshine, warm weather, monkey bars and a swing in the
cool wind during a visit to Murray's Central Park on Friday.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — from the current 6 percent to
Gov. Ernie Fletcher defended 5.45 percent by 2008.
his proposal to overhaul
Critics have called the plan
Kentucky's tax code. Friday, unfair and fiscally shaky, sayand said it was best for the ing it is too dependent on highstate's economic futuK.
er cigarette taxes to balance
"It gives us the cdntinuing income tax cuts for companies
opportunity to make this state and individuals.
more attractive,- Fletcher told
The day after Fletcher
reporters. it sends a very announced his proposal, some
strong message out to individu- legislators put forth an alternaals that would be 'attracted to tive tax plan that would dramatKentucky."
ically increase taxes on busi-/-*
Fletcher has proposed over- nesses and wealthy individuals,
hauling the state's tax code by while reducing the burden on
increasing some taxes and low- more poor people.
•
ering others.
But Fletcher said his plan
Among other changes, taxes would boost Kentucky's econowould increase for items such my by attracting more compaas cigarettes, alcohol and satel- nies and encouraging its collite television.'Meanwhile. lege-educated youth to remain
taxes would decrease for some in the state upon graduation.
low-income people and the top
income tax rate would shrink III See Page 2A
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•Bill ...
From Front
would help spur education
toward improved levels.
"It probably needs some
tweaking. but I am completely
committed to get the tax reform
done," Winters said. "We need
to do something to posture ourselves positively in terms of.
economic position. That would
put us at a financial advantage
in the long term. My passion is
education and I know we have
to make economic strides to
build that."
Monday is the last. day to
draft bills, which must be filed
toward the end of the week.
"Even being an optimist, I
still 'don't believe with those
two issues — the budget and tax
reform — 400 or more bills can
make it through in our time
frame. But at least they will be
on the table for committees to
consider in the interim."

Commander: Much of 101st's
mission in Iraq still uncertain

By KIMBERLY HEFLING
AP Military Writer
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP) — Like.many Americans,
Maj. Gen. Tom Turner, the commanding general of the 101st
Airborne Division, watched on
television a.. Iraqis danced in
the streets on their Election
Day.
Whether this means his
troops will take an advisory role
to help Iraqi forces rather than
an offensive one against insurgents when it rettuns to Iraq has
yet to be determined. Turner
said this week in an interview
with The Associated Press.
"Defining what we do operationally has yet to .be done."
Turner mid.from a rocking chair
in his office in a white World
War II-era barracks-style headquarters at Fort Campbell.
The 101st is scheduled to
return to Iraq this fall with more
than 20,000 troops-- about 60
percent of them combat veterFrom Front
ans from Afghanistan or Iraq.
hat I have proposed is Turner said.
let's change the tax system to
'They will deploy with a
attract more people and grow newly created 4th Brigade,
hem." Fletcher said. "That's the 2.000 additional trucks and
•1.1 we grow the economy,. You
more training in the Arab culgrow the pie."
ture than the first time. They
Jody will leave behind 58.000 family
Speaker
House
Richards. D-Bowling Green. members.
Turner. a 1974 West Point
said the Democratic-lead chamber will work from Fletcher's graduate. said it is not likely the
tax proposals. but predicted 101st would return to northern
Iraq. where it settled for nearly
changes would be made.
Richards said the House a year after participating in the
would not approve legislation .2003 invasion of the country. Its
that included a "trigger" that destination has yet to be deterwould cap future revenue mined, he said.
The 101st. which first parareceipts without legislative
action.,.. as Fletcher has pro- chuted on -Normandy on D-Day
in World War II, has evolved
posed.
into a rapid-deployment division knOwn for its fleet of heliT \1[1:101
copters'that transport troops and
equipment. It is based on the
Tennessee border at Fort
Whitnell Ave.
Campbell. which has had more
fipirray, KY 42071-1040
than 60 soldiers die in the Iraq
war.
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Calloway County StilMf's Department
down at 9:15 a.m.
• Three mailboxes were reported knocked
Thursday. An incident report was filed.
traveling eastbound on Old
• John 0. York, 20, of Murray, was
Armstrong, 26, of Murray,
B.
Hilary
Salem Road on Thursday.
The two vehicles
was traveling westbound on Old Salem Road.
on their front
other
each
struck
and
hill
small
the
of
mcit at the top
friend to the
- driver side corners York was transported by a
room.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital emergency
t
Departmen
Police
Murray
603 Broad St.
• A theft was reported at 8:30 a.m. Thursday at
at 1324
Thursday
a.m.
11:30
at
reported
was
mischief
• Criminal
Tiffany Lane.
theft at 1:20 p.m.
• Someone came into the station to report a
Thursday.
theft at 3:19 p.m.
• Someone came into the station to report a
Thursday.
assault at 8:55 kin
•Someone came into the station to report an
Thursday.
Murray State University Police Department
Courts. A
• A theft was reported at 1:18 p.m. Thursday at College
unlawsubject reported a bicycle stolen from campus. A theft by
on.
investigati
under
is
case
$300
than
less
ful taking
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

•Reunion..

Maj. Gen.„Tom Turner, 'commanding general of the
U.S.Army 101st Airborne Division said his troops face an
uncertain mission in the wake of the country's historic
elections.
he pretty excited about what
Man gets 50 years in
you've seen on TV and what
murder of Army buddy
you're hearing on the news,"
SKOWHEGAN, Maine
"To
election.
the
of
said
Turner
A 22-year-old man
(AP)
see the Iraqi reaction is pretty
was handed a
Madison
from
threats
the
if
and
heartening,
50-year sentence after pleadwere halfway accurate, then you
ing guilty Friday to the 2003
have to be really proud of the
security that was put in place."
murder of a former Army
Much of the security for
buddy who had traveled to
Sunday's Iraq election was conMaine to visit him.
ducted'by Iraqi forces.
Jr.
Belanger
Arthur
Turner said since he replace& entered his plea as part of a
then-Maj. Gen. David Petraeus
deal with prosecutors invesat Fort Campbell in. May. the
tigating the fatal shooting of
division has been working to
Brian Vines, 23, who was on
reorganize as part of the Army's
active duty at the time with
transformation to a faster, more
the 101st Airborne Division
agile fighting force, ,
at Fort Campbell. Ky.
That's meant-, in part, the
Vines' body was found on
the
and
troops,
addition of 3,500
16. 2003, at a hunting
Oct.
departure of two helicopter batParkman.
in
camp
Infantry
talions to the 3rd
Authorities said he was shot
Division.
from behind four times —
He said the division leadertwice in the head, once in the
ship also has been watching for
neck and once in the arm.
adjustment problems among the
Belanger's co-defendant,
returning troops. He said he was
Slimm, 21, of
Chad
pleased that reports of domestic
from
has pleaded guilty
up
gone
Madison,
not
have
violence
io felony murder and is
before the war and that many
soldiers with post-traumatic
scheduled to be sentenCed
stress disorder appear to be
within the nextJew, weeks
seeking help.
under an agreement calling
"Those who largely need
for a 22-year sentence.
help are getting help," Turner
In addition to the Vines
said. "We work pretty hard on
slaying, Belanger pleaded
that, changing that pan of the
guilty to attempted murder in
culture. People are going to
the beating of Michael Giles.
come back with scars, and if we
also of Fort Campbell.
continue at this kind of pace, we
Giles was covered with
needed to recognize that and
blood when he emerged from
take care of that."
wood in Anson to report
' that he was attacked and his
friend Vines had been killed
10 days earlier.
Giles then led investigators to Parkman, 40 miles away, where they found
Vines' body.
www.globalmtglink.com
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From Front
we got our people-out of Stalag
I7B (a German prison camp in
Austria), and as it turns out, we
had two guos go on the trip
with us last year who had been
in Stalag 17B. One of them
wrote me a letter about that and
told me how special it had been
for us to had been (at the
memorial) on May 4. I hadn't
even known about that antil he
sent it to me."
More unknown stories are
sure to be revealed at the
reunion. Hart said the-schedule
is, for the most part, set. The
first day will be used as mainly
a registration period from noon
to 3 at Carson Park, named for
Kirksey native Luther Carson.
The next day will be the busiest
with numerous restaurants and
anybody with a flare for preparing barbecue. being asked to
provide food for the throng
expected at the park. Musical
entertainment is expected to be
provided by area groups. A
parade will also be held on the
park track. Hart said she will be
consulting several high school
marching bands about donating
their services for that day.
The event will conclude with
a program at the Tilghman
auditorium ea the 3rd front 2 to
5 p.m. Scheduled to provide
music for that part will bePaducah gospel singer/songwriter Eric korner, who is gaining acclaim thrdugh in that
genre through several works
containing patriotic themes.
Horner was a longtime
member for the band of country
star Lee Greenwood and reportedly has asked the man 'known
for the American anthem "God
Bless the U.S.A.," about making an appearance in Paducah,
but it is not known what will
come of it. Last year. for an
auction to raise money for the
D. . trip, 9çpenwood, who was

Rodney Melville plans to hold on people of different races and
a preciously scheduled hearing whether they followed the 1993
molestation allegations against
on media issues.
the
pop star.
court
The judge recessed
Jackson is accuses of
last Tuesday after selecting a
pool of 250 prospective jurors molesting a 13-year-old former
who were willing to serve for 'cancer patient. He is also
up to six months on the high- charged with giving the boy
profile trial. He had planned to alcohol and conspiring to Weld
begin questioning potential him and his family at Jacksbn's
jurors who filled out prelimi- Neverland ranch.' The pop
superstar has pleaded not guilty
nary questionnaires.
The questionnaire asked, to the charges and recently
among other things. if they had issued statements saying he
ever had _cancer, their opinion expects to be acquitted.

MONEY NOWLF
•

unavoidably detained, donated
one of the tuxedos he had worn
on stage for the cause.
"People have told me,'Oh, it
would be good if we could have
a big name for this,' and that
would be nice. But this is about
the guys," said Hart, who said
that a year later, people seem to
be more helpful in its early
stages. "When we started thinking about this, pe asked the
parks department about using
Noble Park, and they told us
they really didn't think it was a
good idea, so 1 started thinking.
'Uh oh, here we go again.' Then
they tell me it's because they
don't think Noble would be big
enough. So. they tell me about
Carson Park. I didn't even
know about Carson Park.
"Then, 1 mentioned how
we're thinking of a parade at
Carson Park at the press conference and it winds up on the TV
news that night. So, I get a call
from the parks director, and I'm
worried, and he says, 'Sandy,
it's a good idea. But, gee. I wish
somebody would've told me
about it before now.' It's all OK
now."
Hart says she has two other
quests for this event. First, she
is hoping the week will be
western
all
declared
'Kentucky mayors and county
judge-executives as World War
II Veterans Week.
Second, she is hoping to
distribute to each veteran with a
copy of "DC: The Long
Overdue Journey," which
detailed last year's visit to
Washington. Written by Hart
and featuring the photography
of Steve Lanier, the book sells
for $25 and will be available for
purch"ase through Feb. 28.
The book is available by
either calling- Hart at 270-3353128 or by mailing a check to
WWII DC at 4177 Bethlehem
Church Rd., Wickliffe, Ky,.
42087.

Got news? Call 753-1916.
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Jackson trial delay 'd by illness in attorney's family
SANTA MARIA, Calif.
AP) — Individual questioning
of prospective jurors for
child
Jackson's
Michael
molestation trial will not begin,as scheduled on Monday
because the sister of the pop
star's lead defense attorney is
gravely ill, the court said
Friday.
Prospective jurors were
asked to return to court
nonetheless to be assigned new
jury numbers, the court said.
Judge
Court
Superior
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Jury considers case of preacher
accused of bilking churches
By LOUISE CHU
Associated Press Writer
ROME,Ga.(AP)— A federal jury started deliberating
Friday in the case of a Georgia
preacher charged with bilking
nearly $9 million from 1,600
churches in 41 states in just over
a year.
The Rev. Abraham Kennard
stood trial for three weeks on
132 criminal counts — from
money laundering to tax evasion
to mail fraud. His fate now lies
with a jury, which deliberated
for four hours on Friday, then
adjourned at 5 p.m. until
Monday morning.
Kennard, 46, shared his
dream of building a string of
Christian resorts with a the tightknit community of black ministers. They told a few more. And
the few more told a few more.
And they all told their flocks.
Soon, congregations nationwide — many with only a few
dozen members — were raising
the $3,000 they needed to invest
in Kennard's company.
For their small investment,
the faithful were assured, they
would eventually get their
money back more than 100
times over — up to $500,000 in
a grant or a forgivable loan.
What they actually got, prosecutors say, is duped.
During his trial, the government argued Kennard took
advantage of the nation's tight
network of black churches to
launch a fast-growing pyramid
scheme.
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"I know you can see clearly it
was a scheme, all right. And for
some 1,600 churches, it was a
nightmare," prosecutor David
McClernan told jurors during
closing arguments.
Kennard, who represented
himself, countered he's not
guilty of anything.
"It's not a law against nding
in a Cadillac if you don't want to
ride in a Volkswagen," Kennard
said in his opening remarks.
Kennard, prosecutors say,
represented
his
Network
International Investment Corp.,
based in ,Wildwood near the
Georgia-Tennessee border, as a
$25 million business with more
than $100. million in investments.
About three-quarters of the
investments would be used to
build resorts and the rest would
go back to the churches that paid
the $3,000 fee. But the resorts
were never built and, in most
cases, the money was never paid
out. The churches saw their big
plans — for expansions, outreach programs, drug rehabilitation classes — dashed.
A sharply dressed Kennard
criss-crossed the country on private jets and in limousines with
a flashy promotional video in
hand. But it was faith that col i
Kennard's brethren on the deal.
They in turn told their
friends, nephews, cousins,
brothers and, most importantly.
fellow pastors.
Much of the money went to
Kennard and his family. It

Two charged with
false informing in
Indiana girl's death
BROWNSTOWN, Ind. (AP)
— Police on Friday charged two
For what it's
• people with providing false
worth, the
information to officers investigating the abduction and murder
death penalty is not
of a 10-year-old girl. the .saccie
something that God
day another man from the small
southern Indiana town was in
shies away from, so
court to face a murder charge.
Timothy C. O'Sullivan II, 22, neither will I.
and a 17-year-old boy, whose
name was not released by
— Steve Pierson
authorities, were being held in
lackioa County (Inc1.1
the Jackson County Jail on
prosecutor
charges of false informing.
police said.
the small lake after dark.
7 The three arrests were related
Hickman first told investigators
to the disappearance of Katlyn
the girl tried to run away and fell
"Katie" Collinan,_,.whose body
into the creek, but also said he
was found Sunday maksouthern
might have "bumped" her into
Indiana crick.
the water.
Charles James Hickmaii';20,'
He then left an unmoving
of Crothersville, was arrested
Coltman in the water, the court
Wednesday and was in court
document said.
Friday to face charges of murder
The girl's father said in an
and criminal confinement.
interview that he wanted the
Police said Hickman told
community to remember her as a
investigators the girl fell into a
bright child who was always,.
creek and drowned after she was
helping people around the town
abducted on Jan. 25 to scare her
of nearly 1,600 people, about 40
from talking about a methammiles north of Louisville, Ky.
phetamine operation.
"She's changed this commuHickman made no comments
nity and other communities,"
to reporters as he was led into
John Neace told The Tribune of
the Jackson County Courthouse
Seymour."You can tell a big difFriday. Hickman also did not
ference in this community. My
speak about the allegations durwife and I are very proud that
ing the hearing.
my little girl could touch so
Court documents filed by
many people and bring them
prosecutors
said
Collman together."
drowned in the stream about 15
Collman's funeral was set for
miles from her hometown of
Sunday
at
Crothersville
Crothersville - where a state
Elementary School, where she
trooper foui4 her body 'on
was a fourth-grader.
Sunday. She d last been seen
Jackson County Prosecutor
five
e icr as she walked
Steve Pierson said he was conthree blocks home from an
sidering whether to seek the
errand to buy toilet paper.
death penalty against Hickman
Hickman told investigators
and that he planned to discuss
that residents of an apartment
the decision with his pastor.
near the store where the girl had
"I'm not a big fan of the
shopped brought Collman to his death
penalty, but there are
home.
times where it fits," Pierson
Those people were worried said.
For what it's worth, the
Coltman had seen:them produc- death
penalty is not something
ing or using rnethamphetamine that God
shies away from, so
and that she might tell others neither
will I."
what she had seen, the docuThe possible connection to
ments said.
the methamphetamine trade
'They decided to scare her comes as authorities
say manuwith the hope that she would be facturing of the illegal drug
in
intimidated enough to keep her backyard and woodlands
labs
observations to herself," FBI continues to explode,
with more
agent James Kouns wrote in an than 1,500 labs dismantled in
affidavit.
Indiana last year.
Authorities did not release
At least two other people
information on the connection have died because of meth-relatbetween Hickman and those he ed activities in Jackson County
said first abducted the girl. in recent years.
Hickman told police that
Two were convicted of a
Coltman was brought to his man's 1997 stabbing death as
home in a white pickup truck. they tried to rob him of meth and
which had been borrowed from cash. Police officers shot and
another person.
killed another man in 2002 as he
Prosecutors allege
that tried to steal anhydrous ammoHickman tied the girl's hands nia, a key meth ingredient. from
behind her back and took her to a farmer's tank.

di

bought cruises and more than a
dozen cars, including several
Cadillacs and Mercedes-Benzes,
prosecutors said.
Kennard was tried along with
his brother, Laboyce, who was
charged with conspiracy to launder money. Prosecutors said he
received more than $360,000
from his brother.
Laboyce Kennard's attorney,
Giles Jones, said Thursday his
client was only trying to start his
own business and had no knowledge of his brother's church
enterprise.
The Kennards'cousin, Jennie
Trammel, and stepbrother Alvin
Jasper also were indicted but
pleaded guilty and testified at
Kennard's trial. Lawyer R. Scott
Cunningham is charged with
money laundering, but will be
tried later.
Michael Trost, who was
appointed as Kennard's lawyer
but became standby counsel
when Kennard chose to represent himself, said he believes
Kennard intended to help the
churches.
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger 5 Times Photo

Authorities were looking for the person who reportedly ran a motorist off Ky-121
and into a ditch south of Murray on Friday afternoon. Calloway County resident
Karen Montgomery, 48, told the Calloway County Sheriffs Department she
was
southbound in her Saturn SUV on Ky. 121 and had reached the end of a
curve
south of the intersection of Ky. 121 and Murray Paris Road when she met
a white
pickup truck in her lane that forced her to drift from the roadway and into the
ditch.
The pickup was nowhere to be seen, following the collision. Montgomery did
receive minor injuries but refused transport to a hospital. Anybody with information on the accident is asked to call the sheriff's office at 753-3151.
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Union Planters
is now Regions.
Our name has changed, our commitment hasn't.

ly

Foi over 2 million Union Planters customers,
banking just got even better.
'Same friendly faces / Same convenient branches / Same pin number
Everything you like about Union Plantecs will still be there. You'll keep your same account
numbers, checks, debit cards, loan coupons. even the same Web site (www.unionpianters.com)
for Internet banking. So stop by and take a look. And whiie you're there, check outz few of our
new products like Free Business Checng: Regions. A sign of good things to come.
1700 ATMs / Free Online Banking with..Bill Pay / Free Checking / Free Platinum Visa' CheckCard

Everyday confidence.
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OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
I have watched tt unfortunate developments involving the dispute between our local school boards. I live in the county yet my
:son attends the Murray Elementary School. I knoW nothing more
about the discussions of the respective boards other than what has
been shared in this publifation and the standard rumors of this
cortununity. I think ever#one will agree that both Murray
Independent Schools and Calloway County Schools provide a
education to all our children. We should be mindful of that
fact.
Admittedly. I do not know all of the facts of the dispute. It is
rather obvious to any observer. there ,are serious problems looming
unless a resolution is found. I cannot help but think that there is a
great deal of duplication of costs between the Murray Independent
School System and the Calloway County School System. There are
school taxes for both the city and the county schools whieh, along
ss ith the ADA money, make up the complete budget for both districts. Obviously, the proposal for a merger of the school districts
was rejected by the Murray School Board but most of us do not
know the reasoning behind the decision.
Should the separate school boards agree upon a merger, with all
schools maintainhrg-their autonomy. allowing every family to
decide where their children would best be suited, how can we go
wrong? Should the boards continue to consider this proposal, why
could there not be an expedited electilin of the school board members for the entire county 'school district. It is entirely possible that
the current representatives of the Murray Independent School
Board, who. unfortunately. have been forced to deal with a difficult issue that they didn't create. cold be elected to the Calloway
County School Board and be in charge of the entire school system.
• in Calloway County.
This controvejz is not about adults, rivalry or egos. This controversy is about rc1sildcen. their being- beuerpreparedfiirlife_
through a quality educlition and we should be forever mindful of
this very important fact.
Sincerely,
Ricky A.-Lainkin
Murray, Ky.
To the Editor:
It is well recognized that the state Medicaid budget has reached
a cri is point with an estimated shortfall this year of $526 million.
UntWunately, the Fletcher administration appears intent on remedying this problem by singling out one healthcare provider —
pharmacists — to shoulder the entire burden under the guise of
controlling "pharmaceutical costs.Thetact is, pharmacists dcimottontratThe costs of pharmaceuticals. Pharmaceutical costs are determined by the drug manufacturers. Reducing the reimbursement to pharmacists,in an effort to
control drug costs is akin to reducing the salary of a prison
employee in effort to control prison costs.
As has occurred with ottierproviders in the state, while
Medicaid drives pharmacists reimbursements even lower there is
the real possibility that some pharmacies may have to "opt" out of
the program. Pharmacists, like any other small business operator,
must maintain a reasonable level of profitability in order to stay in
business while their chief concenis is always patient safety. The
recent actions of the state.Medicaid program endanger both the
pharmacists and patients they-care for in Kentucky.
Sincerely,
Mike Mayes
Executive Director
Kentucky Pharmacists Association

Letters to the Editor Policy
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to editor@murrayledger.coni.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number. E-mailed letters must have
address and phone number.
✓ Letters should be kept between 300-400 words and
must be typed. Handwritten letters will not be published.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
edit or reiect any letter on the basis of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page. Letters of a "thank you"
nature that single out sponsors will not be accepted.,
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Our Elect

Officials

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-KY) \
301 Cannon House Office Building
www.house gov/whitfield

.

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
.137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
bunning bunning.senate.gov
www
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-.224-2541 (Washington $)

State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
Room 414. Capitol Annex
e-mail. melvinhenley@lrc.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
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District releases on merger issue
EDITOR'S NOTE: As a public service to our readers, we are publishing press releases and proposals from both the Calloway County
Board of Education and the Murray Independent Board of Education which resulted from their most recent called meetings regarding
the current school situation. Calloway's was released Monday,Jan. 31, while Murray's was released Feb. 1. Today, Galloway's release
and three proposals are listed below. Monday, Murray's release and proposal will be published:
Calloway County Board of
Education is looking for a solution to the problem that serves
the best interests of all the
affected parties, school district
pet-solute!, the parents, students
and community. The Calloway
County Board of Education has
determined that the best solution
to resolve the current issues
between it and the Murray
Independent Board of Education
is a friendly and mutual merger
of the.two school districts.
There have recently been letters to the editor of the Murray
Ledger & Times"and conirnunity
discussions Lon....reving---the
merger of the two school districts. Some of those letters and
discussions have called upon
both the Calloway County
Board of Education and the
Murray Independent Board of
Education to address the topic of
merger. By issuing this. press
release, the Calloway County
Board of Education is responding to that call.
The purpose of this press
release is to address the advantages of a friendly merger of the
two school districts and the disadvantages of continuing in the
current situation. If merger
occur this year, one advantage
is that the Murray Independent
School District and the property
owning taxpayers of the Murray
Independent School District will

have the best chance to avoid
financial penalties from the
Kentucky
Department
cifEducation which could be in the
amount of millions of dollars.
Other advantages to merger
include savings on operational
expenses for the school systems,
retaining and continuing the
notion that parents can send
their children to the school(s)
which they choose, and reduction in duplication of services
and expenses in the areas of
administration, transportation,
special education, instruction,
and facilities.

not necessarily be immediate.
In the intermediate and long
term, savings in operational
expenses would be substantial
and would free up funds to better address technology, curriculum, personnel and other financial needs of the districts. The
best interests of the students and
parents would be served in a
friendly merger more completely than with any of the alternatives presently available to the
two districts.
If a merger of the two districts occurs, the residents of
Murray and Calkway County
'With the current facilities and
would have the best, legal
bond obligations of the two disoption for "school choice" availtricts, a Merged district would
able under the Kentucky statutorequire two high schools.
ry scheme. To advocate a mergTherefore, Murray High School
and Calloway County High er of the two school districts
School would continue as inde- requires boldness and vision.
pendent high schools with woe:. The members of the Calloway
rate site-based councils, facul- County Board of Education and
ties, athletics and diplomas..The its administration are not naive
two districts already engage in about the strong feelings held by
collalinrative elorts in trans- some in our community who
portation, special education, the oppose merger. The members of
Day Treatment Facility and the the Calloway County Board of
Area Technology Center. These Education have a responsibility
collaborative efforts would to act in the best interests of the
become moiV streamlined and students who are enrolled in the
'
efficient with a merger of the Calloway County Schools.
Throughout the current contwo districts. Duplication of
services between the two dis- troversy, the members of the
tricts could be reduced through Calloway County Board of
attrition and other meant so that Education have also attempted
the impact on personnel would to balance the responsibility to

CalloWay County Board of Education has Contract expires.
carefully considered the issue of the imbal3. The Multiple Year Contract will proance of non-rSident students attending its vide that no additional students from the
schools and those attending Murray Calloway County School District will be
Independent Schools. Calloway County enrolled in the Murray Independent District
Board of Education has been awaiting an during its term.
explanation from the Murray Independent
4. The Multiple Year Contract will proSchool Board of Education since it acknowl- vide that all students residing in the Murray
edged its misreporting of non-resident stu- Independent School District wishing to
dents as resident students in the approximate enroll in the Calloway County Schools will
arnqnnt of 500 students per year for the last be permitted to do so.
six years. Even though Calloway County
5. The Multiple Year Contract will proBoard of Education has not received an vide that any tuition which the Murray
explanation from the Murray Independent,--Independent Schools charges non-resident
School Board of Education which addresses' students from the Calloway County School"
how and why the misreporting occurred dad District will be equal to or greater than the
when it began, Calloway County Board of SEEK based
allocation being paid at the
Education is.seeking a solution to this divitime of enrollment.
sive issue that will best serve the interests of
SEEK based allocation is currently
all the affected parties: parents, school dis$3,240 for the 2005-2006 school year.
trict personnel, students and residents of the
6. The Multiple Year Contract will procommunity. Calloway County Board of
Education makes the following_thse('aiter- vide that'Murray Independent Schools will
native proposals to the Murray Independent not.transport any non-special needs students
who reside in the Calloway County Board of
Board of Education:
Education District to its schools.
PROPOSAL NO. 1
7. Each year. upon reduction of the
I. Calloway County Board of Education
and Murray Independent Board of education imbalance of non-residents students
will enter into a multiple year Contract for between the two districts and fulfillment of
Non-resident Pupils for 2005-2006, 2006- the contract provisions as set out above,
2007. 2007-2008,2008-2909 and 2009-2010 Calloway County Board of Education will
school years lhereinaftkr referred to as release ADA funds to Murray Independent
"Multiple Year -Contract"). The Multiple Board of Education for Calloway County
Year Contract must be approved in its entire- Board of Education District students attendty by the Kentucky Department of ing Murray Independent Schools.
8. Upon request from Calloway County
Education and declared legally binding in its
entirety by a Court okappropriate jurisdic- Schools at any time during the term of the
Multiple Year Contract, the Murray
tion.
2. The Multiple Year Contract will pro- Independent School Board of Education, at
vide that the imbalance of non-resident stu- its sole expense, will provide an independent
dents between Calloway County Schools review(s) and report(s) of non-resident stuand Murray ludependent Schools (presently dents attending its schools to verify the
675 students according to the Murray accuracy of students listed on annual nonIndependent Board of Education investiga- resident student lists which will be a part of
(ion) will be reduced as follows: at least 300 the Multiple Year Contract. The process of
students in 2005-2006', 200 additional stu- such independent reviews will require predents in 2006 - 2007: and 100 additional stu- approval by the Superintendent of the
dents in the remaining years of the Multiple Calloway County Schools and the Director
Year Contract until the imbalance is elimi- Pupil Personnel of Calloway County
nated or the term of the Multiple Year Schools will be afforded access to all docu-

their students with consideraticin
of the interests of students
enrolled in the Murray
Independent Schools. Merger'
holds many more advantages
which have not been addressed
in this press release and few, if
.any, disadvantages to the stu,dents, parents or,taxpayers of.
Murray and Calloway County.
Merger is not a position which
the Calloway County Board of
Education has ever sought, nor
one that it particularly chose to
advocate. However, with the
unprecedented recent revelations of the misreporting by the
Murray

Independent

School

District of its resident and nonresident students for at least the
last six years (and possibly
longer), the Calloway County
Board of Education now finds
itself in a position where a merger of-the two districts is clearly
the best resolution of the controversy.
It is time for all of us to set
aside our personal interests and
work in the best interests of the
students. Let's show the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
that Murray and Calloway
County have the ability to put
the best interests of their young
people first and resolve this difficult problem for the brightest
possible future for our community.

mentation reviewed by the independent
reviewer. .
PROPOSAL NO/
Proposal No.2 is for the Calloway
County Board of Education and the Murray
Independent School Board of Education to
enter into a 2005-2006 Contract for NonResident Pupils by exchange of ADA funds
on a one-for-one basis. The 2005-2006 contract will provide that no additional students
from the Calloway County School District
will be enrolled'in the Murray Independent
District during its term. The 2005-2006 contract will provide that all students residing in
the Murray -Independent School District
wishing to enroll in the Callowax County
Schools will be permitted to do so.
Upon request from Calloway County
Schools at any time during the term of the
2005-2006
contract,
the
Murray
Independent School Board of Educatiovi. at
its sole expense, Will provide an independent
review(s) and report(s) of non-resident students attending its schools to verify the
accuracy of students listed on the non-resident student list which will be a part of the
contract. The'process of such independent
reviews will require pre-approval by the
Superintendent of the Calloway County
Schools and the Director Pupil Personnel of
Calloway County Schools will be afforded
access to all documentation reviewed by the
independent reviewer.
PROPOSAL NO3
Proposal No.3 is the voluntary merger of
Calloway County and the Murray
Independent School Districts pursuant to the
provisions of KRS 160.040, et seq. KRS
160.040-provides "...bin case of a merger.
the members of the boards of education of
the merged districts may serve out the terms
for which they were elected." The applicable
statutes provide a friendly process for school
districts to merge in an orderly and quick
manner. Calloway County Board of
Education came to recommend a friendly
merger of the two school districts for the
reasons set forth in the attached Press
Release.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Barbara Ann OaIday

died Thursday, Feb. 3.2005, at 11:35 p.m. at his home.
Mrs. Weatherford. .45, Wingo, died Thursday. Feb. 3, 2005, at
Mrs. Barbaia Ann Oakley, 54, Bethel Road, Murray, died Friday,
A former employee of Coca Cola Plant in Cleveland. Ohio, he 1:17 p.m. at Haws Memorial Nursing Home. Fulton.
Feb. 4, 2005, at 11:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
had 13 years of service with the Marshall County ASCS office. He
A homernaer, she had worked as a seamstress at the former
A homemaker, she worked as nurses' assistant for 10 years at retired as a truck driver for Marshall County Road Department. He Merit Clothing Company. Mayfield. She was a member
of Bayou
West View Nursing Home. She was a member of Emmanuel Baptist was a member of New Zion Missionary Baptist Church.
De-Chien Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Church, Murray.
His wife, Pauline Jones Nelson, preceded him in death. He was
Preceding her in death were one sister, Goldie Marie Boyd. and
Her father, Paul Cungingham, preceded her in death. She was the son of the late Lex Nelson and Ethal York Nelson.
one brother, Herbert Lintz. She was the daughter of the late Oscar
born Jan. 31, 1951, in Calloway County.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Betty Nelson Mettler, two Lintz and Myra Gills Lintz.
Survivors include her husband, Jimmy Oakley, to whom she was sisters, Mrs. Lois Clutts and Mrs. Sue Darnall, and one brother, Tar
Survivors include her husband, A.C. Weatherford; two daughters.
married Jan. 20, 1968, in Dover, Tenn.; one daughter, Mrs. Cheri Nelson, all of Benton; four granddaughters, Rose Marie DeWeaver, Mrs. Pat Brann, Harvest, Ala., and Mrs. Brenda Ellis,'South Fulton.
Ann Messina and husband, Dr. Joseph, Grenada, Miss.; one son, Washington, Mo., and Patricia Gray, Paula Marler and Lisa Tenn.; two sons, David Weatherford. Buchanan, Tenn.. and Terry
James Andrew Oakley Jr. and wife, Marji, and her mother, Mrs.,Robertson, all of Benton; 10 great-grandchildren; three great-great- Weatherford, Wingo; two nephews; seven grandchildren; three stepgrandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren; one stepgreat-grandchild;
F..arline Hill Cunningham, all of Murray; four grandchildren.
grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier one great-great-grandchild.
Funeral Home, Benton. Bro. Brad Hall and Bro. C.C. Brasher will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County Memory Charles Ed Cathey
"
Cad David Canerdy
Gardens.
The funeral for Charles Ed Cathey is today (Saturday) at 11:30 ,
Carl David Canerdy, 57, Paris. Tenn., died Wednesday,. Feb. 2,
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
2005, at Jackson Madison County deneral Hospital, Jackson, Tenn.
Benton. Dr. Harvey
(Saturday).
Lynn Elder and the Rev. Bob Saywell will officiate. Burial will folHe was a former truck driver for State Line
Expressions of sympathy ray- be made to New Lon Baptist low in the Marshall County-Memory Gardens with military
rites at
Metals, Puryear, Tenn., and Ryan ,Milk Church, 2796
Wadesboro Rd. South, Benton, Ky., 42025.
the graveside.
Company, Murray, Ky. He was a Marine veteran
Expressions of syinpathy may be made to St. Jude's Children's
of Vietnam War and a member of Thrifthaven
Hospital,
Memphis. Tenn.
Mrs. Robbie Story Robinson
Baptist Church, Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. Cathey, 84, Main Street, Benton, died Tuesday. Feb. 1, 2005.
A graveside memorial service for Mrs. Robbie Story Robinson
• Born Nov. 20, 1947. in Memphis, he was the
at 3:55 p.m. at Cedar Ridge Health Center at Harrison Memorial
son of the late Dallas Canerdy and Evelyn was held Friday. Jan. 28. 2005, at the Murray City CemeterY,
Hospital. Cynthiana.
Glasgow Canerdy. Also preceding hirn$in death were one grand- Murray, Ky.
A retired maintenance carpenter for B.F. Goodrich, he was an
child, Zachary David Canerdy, one sister, Margaret Chadwick, and
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of local
'Army veteran of World War II. He was a memtwo brothers, J.D. Canerdy and one as an infant.
arrangements.
ber of Church Grove United Methodist Church
Survivors include two sons, Dallas Canerdy and Matt Canerdy
Mrs. Robinson, 100, died Jan. 15, 2005, at a nursing home in San •
and—tkf T.L. Jefferson Lodge of Free and
and girlfriend, Heather Perry, all of Paris; one stepdaughter. Ms. Antonio, Texas.
Accepted _Masons.
Her husband, Coy C. Robinson. preceded her in death.
Evelyn (Sissy) Chappell, Marked Tree, Ark.; one stepson, Lance
His wife, Ruby L. Cathey, and one son,
Rose, West Memphis, Ark.; one sister, Mrs. Elaine Dunmire, Paris;
She had lived most of her life in Union City, Tenn. Born in
Michael E.-Cathey, both preceded him in death.
•
one sister-in-law, Mrs. Sandra Canerdy, New Concord, Ky.; one Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Asher Story and
He was the son of the late Horace Spencer
grandchild, Austin Canerdy, Paris; one stepgrandchild, Dylan Gertie Carson Story.
Cathey and Beatrice Nanney Cathey.
Survivors include cousins and close friends.
Chappell, Marked Tree; three nephews, Mark Sullivan and wife,
Survivors include two sons. Spencer Cathey. Cynthiana, and Joel
isfg
'Sally, and Steven Sullivan, all of Atoka, Tenn., and Andy Dunmire,
(Joey) Cathey, West Bloorrifield, Mich.; three grandchildren,
Paris; his former wife and mother of sons, Elizabeth Manuel.
Branden Spencer Cathey and Andre* Joseph Cathey, both of
Mrs. Lucille Weatherford
Marked Tree; his girlfriend, Mary Ann Perry, and her son, Ryan
The funeral for Mrs. Lucille .Weatherford will be today Cynthiana, and Cheryl L. Cathey, Lexington; three sisters, Ms. Eva
Perry, both of Paris.
(Saturday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Wingo. Cathey and Ms. Katy Cathey, both of Benton, and Mrs. Nell Finch,
The funeral will be held in the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway The Rev. Danny Potts will officiate.
Arab, Ala.; two brothers. Samuel Cathey and Rob Earl Cathey, both
Funeral Home, Paris, today (Saturday) at 1 p.m. Craig Peevyhouse
Active pallbearers will be Terry Weatherford. David of Benton.
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Bethel Cemetery at
Weatherford, Robert Weatherford. Ricky Boyd, Terriel Weatherfo
Buchanan, Tenn.
Dde Brann, Allan Ellis, Dale Boyd and Jimmie Brann. Honojafy Mr. Henry G. Miler
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
pallbearers will be Charles Norman, Timmy Griggs, Joey Griggs.
Mr. Henry G. Miller, 78, of Bowling Green, formerly of Murray,
Bill Griggs. Roy Rodriguez and Robert Eubanks. Burial will follow died Friday. Feb. 4, 2005. at 8:32 a.m. at Greenview Regional
Robert Eugene (Rob) Nelson
in the Pinson Cemetery.
Hospital.
Robert Eugene (Rip) Nelson, 95. Jackson School Road, Benton,
Visitation is now at the funeral home in Wingo....,
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Forgotten heroine of bus boycott cited in 50th anniversary year
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By AMANDA DAWKINS
tle-known participants
Associated Press Writer
movement.
MONTGOMERY. Ala.(AP)
Gray said the nation needs to
— In the segregated South of know about her role in the
1955, she refused to give up her protest of segregated buses.
bus seat to a white passenger in
"There are literally hundreds
Montgomery. was arrested and of unsung heroes who made
convicted. Later, a boycott of substantial contributions to the
buses by blacks helped launch civil rights movement whose
the modern civil rights move- names never appear in print and
ment.
their faces never appear on'telAs the 50th anniversary of evision, but they are the one's
the
boycott
approaches, who made the foundation," he
Claudette Colvin's name and said.
act of courage remain almost
Gray said Colvin was comunknown — a lost footnote to ing home from school on
Rosa Parks' more famous defi- March 2, 1955, when she got on
ance on a city bus that same a Capital Heights bus downyear.
town at the same place Parks
But Colvin. a 15-year-old boarded another bus months
high school student at the time, later.
refused to give up her bus seat
Colvin was sitting about two
nine months before Parks, And seats from the emergency exit
it was a federal court suit when four whites boarded and
involving Colvin that eventual- the driver ordered her, along
ly led to a Supreme Court order with three 'other blacks, to get
outlawing segregated buses.
up. She refused and was
The arrest of Paris on Dec. removed from the bus by two
1, 1955, became the catalyst for police officers, whO took her to
the historic boycott. but some jail.
believe Colvin deserves recog"The bus was getting crowdnition that has been denied for ed and I remember him (the bus
decades.
driver) looking through the
"I think that Colvin- and rearview mirror asking her to
Parks are equivalent figures in get up out of her seat, which she
American history whose impor- didn't." said a classmate at the
tance is essentially identical." time, Annie Larkins Price. "She
said
Mills Thornton, a didn't say anything. She just
University of Michigan history continued looking out the winprofessor and author of a book dow. She decided on that day
on the civil rights movement in that she wasn't going to move."
Alabama.
Price testified on her hehalf
Tuskegee attorney Fred in the juvenile court case,
Gray, wierepresented Parks in where Colvin was convicted of
the boycott case, also represent- violating the segregation law
ed Colvin in the days following and assault.
her arrest.
"There was no assault,"
"I've probably been a one- Price said. "She was asked to
person crusader," he told The get up. She pit. said a word
Associated Press. "Every time I She -Continu to look out the
make a speech about the window."
Montgomery bus boycott, I talk
Gray described Calvin as a
about Claudette Colv.in because persuasive and determined
if there had not been a young person who had been a
Claudette Colvin, there may part of Parks' Youth Council in
very well have never been a the NAACP. Gray talked with
Mrs. Rosa Parks as we know civil rights activists ED, Nixon
her today."
and Jo Anne Robinson, who
Parks, who now lives in joined him in meetings with the
Detroit and has been in poor bus company and city about
health, remains the most promi- Colvin's case. They discussed
nent name associated with the the possibility of a boycott by
boycott. along with the Rev. blacks.
Martin Luther King Jr. Colvin.
Gray said the city assured
who lives in New York City, .4,11hem that conditions would
has shied away from the media improve, given the threat that
in recent years but returned to blacks would stay off the city's
Montgomery for an anniversary buses, but it didn't.
Gray said he told Parksaand
event Thursday.
"I do feel like what I did was other Montgomery leaders that
a spark. and it caught on," she he thought Colvin's arrest was a
told the audience at Booker T. geed test case to end segregaWashrhgton High School, tion on the buses, but the black
where a one-worriap play paid leadership thought they should
tribute to Colvin and other lit- wait.

"We didn't feel that the time
was quite right to do what needed to be done and get the kind
of support we needed to get,"
he said.
In an interview with the AP
on Friday, Colvin agreed that
neither she nor civil rights leaders were ready at the time to go
ahead with a boycott.
"I think they weren't quite
organized and didn't think I
would make a good spokeswoman, icon or leader," Colvin
said. -They wanted an adult
person who was more experienced in handling the white
community. I was too emotional and they didn't feel I was
right for the case."
Thornton said the state's
decision to drop the segregation
charge on the circuit court
appeal and to press only the
assault and battery charge made
it impossible to use her case to
challenge bus segregation.
"Fred Gray, her attorney.
considered later the possibility
of having her sue the bus company for damages in federal
court . ... but by then she had
become pregnant out of wedlock and her parents refused
permission for the suit."
Thornton said.
Gray said he did not know if
Colvin was pregnant at the time
and that it did not play a role in
whether they filed the lawsuit.
"I know there have been a
lot of rumors and that may have
been one of the reasons why
she may not have been out front
as much as she should, but
know that was not the reason
we didn't file the lawsuit in
March," he said.

Exyress .
your
sentiment -

Nearly a year later. on Feb. 11
1, 1956, Colvin Was one of four
black women who served as
plaintiffs in a federal court suit.
known as Browder vs. Gail,
that became the legal vehicle
when the U.S. Supreme Court
declared
bus
segregation

unconstitutional in December
1956.
The Parks' arrest case, while
sparking the boycott, was a
state cage and not the one that
brought the protest to a successful conclusion.
"Claudette was very Much a

part of the beginning of the
movement," Gray said. "Ttlere
comes a time when you just
take so much and I think this
community was just waiting foil
something to happen and for
somebody to point the way to
do something about the buses."

You value technology.-

Raysha Blankenship, right, IT Coordinator for The Murray Bank with Heather Bell.
owner of Jean Marie's and valued customer of The Murray Bank.

we've embraced it, enhancing the services we offer you. By calling
The Murray Bank's Toll-Free 24 Hour Account Information Line you
can check on your account from Virtually anywhere. Or log onto.our
website, www.themurraybank.com, to check balances or cleared checks,
pay bills or transfer funds. Even receive your statement by e-mail. So
give it,a try — you'll embrace our technology, too!
So

withflowers.

TA)
murray Bank the value ofteehnology
3-0932
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray

405 South 12th Street • 700 North 12th Street • Online - www.theinurraybank.com
A
Member FDIC

270-753-5626
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Murray/Calloway County's newest time,
temperature, weather and only official forecast
*0-•••••••
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Nospitaltlenus

Harmon presented certificate

"Heart-Smart" is the program . salad, 'tender noodles, brocfor the menus in the cafetelia coil casserole, rice pilaf,
of Murray-Calloway County) *steamed yellow squash, halIan wedding soup.
Hospital
- Domino's pizza,
dietitianttir.jhursday
Anne Newberry,
sour cream baked chicken,
said the Menus are designed - meat loaf. new potatoes, corn
icti
satu- pudding, 'tender spinach, vegto help .those restricting
rated fats and sodium in their --etable medley cream of brocdiet.
coti soup.
Menus, subject to occasio• nFriday - prime sea strips,
beet
Wellington.
al change, for the week of broccoli
Feb. 7-13 have been released 'mesquite chicken breast, crispy
potato wedges. 'steamed zucas follows:
Monday - "Mexican Fiesta" chini, *green bev-carrot blend,
- taco sal, . 'tortilla chicken cheesy potato casserole,'chickcasserole, country style steak, en gumbo.
Saturday - 'stuffed peppers,
nachos with cheese sauce,
•refrled beans, *rnexicali corn, 'confetti chicken casserole,
Capri blend vegetables, potato chopped steak with gravy.
*turnip greens, 'pinto beans,
and bacon soup.
Tuesday - 'salmon patty, mashed potatoes, asparagusprime rib sandwich on home- pea casserole, soup of the day.
Sunday - fried chicken,
made bun, *roast turkey breast, •
corn bread sage dressing. "sea- baked pork chop, BBQ mesquite
soned green beans, 'baby car- chicken, baked beans, 'green
rots. baked. potato, Wisconsin beans, glazed carrots, 'baked
potato, soup of the day.
cheese soup..
(*denotes heart-smart selecbeef
tips
in
Wednesday mushroom sauce.. 'fish filet tion)
almondine. "chiqken Caesar

Dare to win
her heart
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Board .of Health has called meeting
Photo provided
James Harmon, left, was presented a certificate from
the international president commemorating Harmon's
42 years of service to Lionism at a meeting of the
Murray Lions Club. Making the presentation was Scott
Turner, right, vice president of the Murray club.

We invite you to come and a.m. to 12:30 p.m. If you live
join us for lunch which will in the city limits and need a
be served Monday through Fri- ride to our center, the doctor,
day at 11:30 a.m. for a dona- , grocery store, bank or phartion of $1.50. Lowfat milk, macy, call at least one day
coffee and ice tea are our daily ahead of time to schedule your
choices of beverages. Meals ride.
Our exercise room. is. open
are also sent to- private homes.
The center offers transporta- Monday through Friday from
tion on a daily basis from 9:15 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who
are 60 and older are invited
to exercise at no cost. We also
have two indoor Shuffleboard
Courts available. Out basketball court is also open for a
variety of games and times.
Times are also set aside for
women only. Contact the cenHome
ter for more details.
Auto.
Activities and menus for the
form
week of Feb. 7-14 have been
released as follows:
IRA's.
Monday events include
Nursing Home
Armchair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.;
Stride with Pride Walkers will
meei at 10 am. to go walk at
RSEC, Bingo at 12:30 p.m.,
Wise Owl Book Club at 1 p.m.
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703 in education room, and Beginning Line Dancing at 2 p.m.
www.kfbmurray.corn
and Intermediate Line Dancing at 2:20 p.m. in the gym.
On the lunch menu will be
fish patty, white beans, tomatoes and okra, corn bread, margarine and orange.
Tuesday events include

BOB
LflI CORNELISON

VD SALE at.
VIDEO GOLD
1 Day Only
Sat., Feb. 5"
$4.99 each

Strength and Stretch Class from
8 to 9 a.m. in the gym, devotion at 10 a.m., a new group
to discuss women's issues at
10:30 a.m. in the education,
Parkinson's Disease Support
Group at noon in education
room and Ping Pong Tournament from 1 p.m. in the gym„
Pork riblets, corn, slaw. roll,
margarine and ice cream wiil
be on the lunch menu.
Wednesday events include,
Armchair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.,
Stride with Pride Walkers at
10 a.m., Powder Puff Pool from
10 to 11:30 a.m. with any female
aged 60 and over invited to
participate, and Pinochle 'Club
at noon. Free assistance with
income tax preparation will be
each Wednesday from 9 a.m.
to '4 p.m. until April 13 in the
Computer room, but will be
for drop-ins only. On the lunch
menu will be roast beef au
jus, sweet potatoes, cauliflower
with cheese sauce, biscuit, margarine and strawberry whip.
Thursday events include
Strength and Stretch Class at
8 a.m., Ceramics Class at 9
a.m. in gym and Canasta at
12:30 p.m. A presentation on
"Safe Step: Falls Prevention
for Seniors" will be at 12:30
p.m. A legal representative from
Kentucky Legal Aid will be at
the center, but an appointment
must be made by Wednesday
by calling the center at 7530929. Lasagna, tossed salad,
garlic bread, margarine and
banana will be on the lunch
menu.
Friday events include Armchair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.
Stride with Pride Walkers at
10 a.m., and Open Bridge begins
at noon. A Men's 8-Ball Pool
Tournament will begin at 12:30
p.m. and interested men 60
and older should sing up in
the pool room. On the lunch
menu Will be grilled chicken
sandwich, augratin potatoes, lettuce, tomato, bun, margarine
and fried apple pie.
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens is a United Way agency.

1206 CHESTNUT ST.(REdIND HARDEE'S)• 759-4944

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU FEB. ii
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970 Chestnut Street • Murray

SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM.
ON SAT & SUN. ONLY

Hide And Seek
R- 1:10 4:20 - 7:05 - 9:20
Are We There Yet?
PG - 1:15 - 3. 5 - 7:25 - 9: .
Racing Stripes
PG "12:50 - 3:10 - 7:00
Meet The Fockers
PG13 - 9:05
Boogeyman
PG13 - 1:40 • 3:4,5 • 7:30 • 9:30

CHILDREN'S SPECIAL!
8" Cheese Pizzalie*
Chicken
Sticks
(9Ø.c..)
5upor DovA Sunday Only •Pine-in or aany-out

OPEN
7 DAYS
A WEEK!

MHS Diamond Club to meet Sunday
Murray High School Diamond Club will meet Sunday at 2
p.m. in the cafeteria of the school. This is an important meeting as updates on the Spring Break Trip will be discussed,
along with fund raisers. For more information call 753-7854.

The monthly community singing will be tonight at 6 p.m.
at Palestine United Methodist Church. A potluck meal will be
served with the church furnishing the meat. All singers and
listeners are invited.

Dexter town meeting Monday

The Wedding Date
PG13 • 1:30 - 3:35 - 7:15 - 915
)

CALL FOR
CARRY-OUT

753-2975

Phantom Of The Opera
PG13 - 1:00- 3:55 - 6:50• 9:45
Coach Carter
PG13 - 12:45 • 3:40 • 6:55 • 9:40
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Dexter lawn meeting will be Monday at 6 p.m. at the Dexter Community Center. Chili will be provided and others are
asked to bring hot dogs, buns, etc., for the supper. Persons
should note the change in meeting date.

Fire protection district will meet
Calloway County Fire District Board will meet Monday at
6 p.m. in the No. 1 station of Calloway County Fire-Rescue
on East Sycamore Street, Murray.

Retired teachers will meet Monday
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet
Monday at 11:30 a.m. at Murray High School for a program
and business meeting. Lunch will be served at 1 p.m. in the
school cafeteria.

Water District meeting Monday
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet Monday at 7
p.m. at the district office at 351 Almo Rd., Almo.

Lodge meeting Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.

MWC Board will meet Monday
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Singles will meet Tuesday

.

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of-Calloway Public Library. Plans will be discussed concerning the Valentine's Dance to be Feb. 12 from 7 to 11 p.m.
at Joe Creason Building, 1600 Park Ave., Benton. This is open
to all singles. For information call Vicky at 753-3128, Laverne
at 753-0181 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Young people will give performances
Jerry and Tyra Lokey Robinson with a group of 12 young
people will give performances at Main Street Youth Center and
Freedom House Church at 808 Chestnut St., Murray. Sign Art,
a collaboration of mime, interpretive dance, sign language, will
be put to music to share the message of Jesus Christ. Performances will be tonight at 7 .p.m. and Sunday at 10:30 a.m.
For information call 1-270-527-1937 or 753-1820.

Four Rivers group will meet Sunday

7 a.m.-10 p.m.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

,

Calloway County Board of Health will conduct a special
called meeting on Tuesday at noon in the conference room of
the health center. The meeting is open to the public.

Palestine singing is tonight

Select DVD's will be on sale for

HEAD THE
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Alzheimer's pisease
Group will meet Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support
Group will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in
the private dining room $1, next.to the
cafe on the first floor of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The topic of discussion will be a video
on "Pet-Scan Pictures and Memory Exercises."
This is open tO all inte▪rested persons.
For information call Cindy Rasgsdale,
Jo's
Licensed Social Worker, at 762-1108.
Free sitter service during the meeting
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen will be provided by Shared Care Adult
Community
Day Care Program, but call 753-0576 pr
762-1537 by Monday at 4 p.m. for arrangeEditor
ments.

SeniorActivities
BY TERI COBB
Activities director
Murray-Callov.'ay :County
Senior Citizens are now in our
facility at the George Vo'eaks
Community Centei, 607 Poplar
St., Murray. We invite you to
check our facility and the many
services offered. Our telephone
number is 753-0929.

M

Fciur Rivers Music Friends group is scheduled to meet Sunday at 2 p.m. in the annex of _Calloway Public Library. This
is open to all musicians and listeners. For information call
Velvaleen at 753-6979.

'Grief recovery open session Monday

An open information session for the Grief Recostery Outreach Program will.. be Monday fions 630 to/8 p.m. in the
annex- of Calloway Public Library, b
, grief recovery specialist, will give information co ernin the sessions planned
later. This is open to the public an.
is no charge for
attending the later sessions. This is a service of Churchill-lines
Family Funeral Home and Lines-Miller Funeral Home.

African' American event Monday
The 16th National African American Read - In Chain event
will be Monday from 5:30 to 7"-p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library. Participants will be reading writings in celebration of
Black History Month. This is sponsored by Black Caucus of
National Council of Teachers of English. The publicets invited. For information call 762-5374.
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Jones named Mississippi Federal Delta Department hears Ethrsidge
Civilian Employee of the Year
STENNIS SPACE CENTER,
Miss. - Commander Naval
Meteorology and Oceanography Command (CNMOC)
employee Mary W. Jones was
' honored recently as the 2004
Outstanding Civilian Employee of the Year by the Missisisippi Coast Association cif Fed,
eral Administrators (MCAFA).
Jones accepted the honor at
- the association's annual awards
banquet held January 26 at
Keesler Air Force Base.
. In October, Jones was named
Human Capital Officer for
Photos provided
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tasks. Jones' leadership and
problem resolution skills have
helped facilitate the command's
transition.
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IMMEDIATE PAYOUT!!!
March 4 & 5 Drop Off
Feb.18 & 19 Drop Off
• 18• Gores • Lone Oak Rd.
8
March
Feb. 22• 25 • Shopping Plaza
e*
availabl
pick-up
* Murray clothing

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

SuperDOW litek
perSpecials
Lasagna Family Pack
10-12 Servings

Spaghetti Family Pack
10-12 Servings
2 loaves of garlic bread with each family pack
Now t,hru Super Bowl Sunday•Carry-out only

OPEN
7 DAYS
A WEEK!

p

SUPER BOWL -an
SUNDAY may
DINE-IN OR CARRY-OUT

1...
111.

Pizza & Itahi4E.Rtlrawl more 172.

970 Chestnut Street

BEAUTY
SALON

1600 Dodson
Mu rrii

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

All items coned at consignment - guaranteed

no waiting.'
Miiney & clothing ready/or pick up wend of sale —

a,
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Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Sign up Today! 270-247-8929

Ow All Pizza's
25% off!

Acrylics • gels • Silks
Manicures •Pedicures

,
,see-r..i6vr.s

• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

PADUCAH

— MAYFIELD

76. /Arc,c1/KittTe-e%

Sewing By Steven

KIPSIGNMENT SALE

Murray „
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753-2975
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FREE Wiper Blades with every oil change
& tire rotation.
2-25-05)
(5 qt. oil - 1 filter, no diesels • Must present cotipon • Expires

.ceusgorwiv ieed4;_uts Brandon

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick
1300 N. 121 Ily-Pass • Murray •12701753-5315 -18001455-5315
www.braosloseertevretid.tein
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Did you know... Murray State
University School of Agriculture and the
Kentucky Soybean. Board invite Chamber

Chamber
Chat

Soybean Promotion
Night at the MSU vs.
Tennessee Tech basketball game Feb. 10
at 6:30 p.m.? This
Business After:Hours
will be on Concourse
C of the Regional
Special Events Center.
Come to mingle and
enjoy • refreshments
between games.

By Lisa
Coming Up Around
Satterwhite
Town
Assistant
•The Cutting Edge,
Director
Murray'Calloway 811 North 12th. celeGrand
County Chamber brates
Opening. today.' live
of Commerce
remote 10 a.m.'-a 1
p.m_ specials include free tanning all day,
discounts on products and sera ices, drawLISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo
ings for products. specialty flat iron cuts.
An attentive crowd attended the Chamber's most recent Business Breakfast
• M MX:TOSS. West KY Expo Center. in the Murray Room of the RSEC.
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins and Mayor
today. amateur: 2 p.m.. pro: 7:30 p.m., all
Tom Rushing had insightful comments for the group. Topics mentioned were
$10.
under
5
free.
seats
• CCHS girls at Hopkins Central. the progress of Murray, school concerns and an in-depth talk about our hospital status.
tonight. 5 p.m.
• NISI.- Lady Racers and Racers vs.
•Murray Singles Organizational Society
Southeast Missouri State. RSEC, tonight. Valentine's Dance. Joe Cron Bldg., 1600 Highlights from the Commerce
5:15 p.m. & 7:15 p.m.
Park Avenue, Benton, Feb. 12, 7 - 11 p.m., Centre
•Pick up a certificate at the Calloway
•Paris Landing Red Hatters meet for DJ Gary Long, $6 per person, bring snacks
lunch and shopping, The Wild Raspberry. to share. call Jackie @ 247-7754, Helen• County Animal Shelter or the Chamber of
Commerce for $20 off your tax preparation
Feb. 7, 11:30 a.m.
761-3141 or Peggy @ 753-8021.
▪ Murray Trade Day, MCC Park. Feb. 7,
•Motocross, West KY Expo Center, Feb. by Liberty.Tax Service. Liberty Tax Service
will also donate $20 .to our local anirerial
7 a.m. - noon.
12, amateur: 2 p.m., pro: 7:30 p.m., all seats
shelter to help with their needs. Liberty Tax
• MRS girls vs. Christian Fellowship. $10, under 5 free
MI-IS. Feb. 7. 6 p.m.
• MSU Racers and Lady Racers vs. Service is located on Hwy.641 North next to
.a MI-IS boys vs. Christian Fellowship. Austin Peay, RSEC. Peb. 12, 1 pam & 145- Holiday Inn Express.
MHS. Feb. 7, 7:30 p.m.
p.m.
'
Il Safety Training & Environmental
•Charlotte's Web, Lovett Auditorium, Upcoming Ribbon Cuttings
OSHA Feb. 14- 17, 9:30 a.m...Feb.
Protection.
LLC
8-hour
II Tri-State Safety Management, LLC,
15, 12:30 p.m.
Recordkeeping Workshop, Best Western.
Jason
Reed, 101 Poplar, Suite B, Feb. 10,
▪ WKMS celebrates Black History
Feb. 8. 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.. S150 per participant Month with Moments to Remember each 10:30 a.m.
with discounts for 4 or more from same weekday at 7:33 a.m. Special programs will
III Sprint PCS,Ryan Rogers,500B South
company.
also air: Say it Plain: A Century of African 12th. Feb. 17, 1:30 p.m.
•CCHS girls vs. Lone Oak. CCHS,Feb. Oratory. Feb. 14, noon,and The Afro:
8.6 p.m.
Upcoming Business After Hours
Personal Reflection, Feb. 21, noon.
•CCHS boys vs. Lone Oak: CCHS. Feb.
• Soybean Promotion Night, RSEC,
• MSU Lady Racers and Racers vs.
8, 7:30 p.m._
Concourse
C. Feb. 10,6:30 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin, RSEC, Feb. 15, 5:15
•MSU Food Service offers Starbucks p.m. & 7:15 p.m.
Coffee. and pastry curbside service.
Welcome New Chamber Members
•"What We Have Here is a Failure to
Thoroughbrewed Cafe located in Hart Hall Communicate", half-day professional devela Mo\ le Gallery, mgr. Shelley Ms:
beginning Feb. 9,7:30 - 9:30 a.m., call 762- opment wininar with Phillip ,Van Hooser, movie I-el:tali.,
.Saiyakit--1-r4
5333 to order.
Caldwell Co. Ambulance Service; Feb. 17, Murray, 753-6181
• MSU Lady Racers and Racers vs. • 8:30
III
Murray Singles Organizational
- 11:30 a.m. or 1 - 4 p.m., infoOvanTennessee Tech. RSEC. Feb. 10. 5:15 p.m.
Society, contact: Helen Turner, organizahoosercom.
& 8 p.m.
•Bull Blow Out,West KY Expo,Feb. 18 tions, 223 South 13th, Murray, 761-3141.
• Sweetheart Weekend. Lake Barkley
• - 19. 8 p.m., adults: $9, students w/ id: $7,
State Resort Park. Feb. 11 - 13, for more
For more information' on becoming a
children 12 & under: $4.
info.: 1-800-325-1708.
•YSA Baseball and Softball Sign-ups, member of the Murray-Calloway County
- II American Red Cross' CPR Class.
Wal-Mart, Feb: 18, 3:30 - 7 p.m., Feb. 19 & Chamber of Commerce or hosting a
Calloway County Public Library. Feb. 12. 9
Chamber event contact Tab Brockman or
26.9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
a.m. - 4 p.m.. $50 course fee, register by
Lisa Satterwhite at 753-5171.
Feb. I I.. call 753-1421 for more info.

Pella recognized again by Fortune magazine
PELLA. Iowa — For the and CEO Mel Haught said the
sixth consecutive year, Pella latest honor is an example of the
Corporation has been named to outstanding reputation the Pella
Fortune magazine's annual "100 team .has earned as a leader in.
Best Companies to Work For" creating an environment Where
listing.
all team members are valued,
Headquartered in Pella, Iowa, appreciated
and
heavily
Pella Corporation is one of only involved in the business, drivtwo lowa-bdsed companies, and ing continuous improvement
the only privately-owned firm ,and customer satisfaction. •
headquartered in the state to be
"We're proud of the „accomincluded on the magazine's list. plishments of our 8,400 testi),
Now ranked No. 12 among members known for their innomidsized companies employing vation, and their dedication to
2,5(X) to 10.000 people and . No. excellence in satisfying our cus39'overall in the 2005 ratings of tomers to meet their window
companies of all sizes. Pella has and door needs as a partner in
achieved this recognition based protecting their home," Haught
on the exceptional way in which said.
it provides benefits, develop"Our team members appreciment opportunities and a quality ate being honored as a positive
• work environment for all team example of 'what's right' in the
members. More than 1,000 workplace today,' Haught said.
companies sought to be included "At Pella, we're proud tos proon the 2005 Fortune list.
vide a safe, inclusive environRepresenting vornpaines that ment, while driving to be the
have excelled in retaining their most competitive company in
most prized assets - their people
indow and door manufactur- the full list of rankings is avail- ing. We are honored to be recogable in the Jan. 24, 2005, issue nized by Fortune for Pella's outof Fortune. s
standing ethics, family-oriented
Pella Corporation president culture and focus on quality in

everything, we do," Haught said. enhancement programs. To be
"The Fortune honor is a com- eligible for Fortune's ranking, a
pliment to the entire Pella team company has to be at least seven
and our commitment to the val- years old and have a Minimum
of 1,000 full-time employees.
ued customers we serve."
Today, Pella_provides careers
More than any other national
survey of companies, the for some 8,400 team members
Fortune recognition is employ- primarily based in the United
ee-driven, with two-thirds of the States and Canada. Pella
scoring based on the answers Corporation's window and door
given by randomly' selected .manhfacturing facilities are
employees on a confidential sur- located in the Iowa communities
vey conducted by the Great of Pella, Carroll, Clear Lake,
Place to Work Institute in San Shentndoah, Sioux Center and
Francisco. More than 46,000 Story Cit3i, in addition to manuoperations
fin
employees took part in the facturing
nationwide survey of eligible Columbia, S.C., Fairfield, Ohio,
Gettysburg. Pa., Murray, Ky..
companies.
Businesses recognized by and Portland, Ore. Pella
Fortune strive to attract and Corporation aJsc owns and operretain their workforce by ates Pella® Window & Door
in
it
Chicago.
addressing the financial and per- Stores
Phoenix.
sonal needs of employees, offer- Minneapolis.
ing a' variety of compensation Rockford, Ill.. and Salt Lake
and benefit programs. career City and Toronto areas.
opportunities, and educational

- AP Photo
Barton Brands master distiller Greg Davis stands in a
warehouse full of barrels of aging Ridgemont Reserve
1792 bourbon at the company's Bardstown, Ky., distillery.
With a click of his computer, Davis tracks the flow of
bourbon whiskey through the distillery as technology
mixes with an age-old bluegrass tradition. Yet no machine
tells the 34-year-old when the aged Kentucky bourbon is
ready for bottling.

By BRUCE SCHREINER
between veteran and newcomer.
Associated Press Writer
Both cling tightly to the tradiBARDSTOWN,Ky.(AP) — tions of fine bourbon making.
With_ a click of his computer,
Davis was hired by Barton in
Greg Davis tracks the flow of 1998 and carefully groomed to
bourbon whiskey at Barton take over for Bill Friel, who
Brands distillery as technology retired as master distiller after
mixes wit an age-old bluegrass - nearly 40 years in the business.
tradition.
Davis said his job is to preserve
Yet no machine tells the 34- the quality established by Friel
year-old master distiller when --end-hinrecessors.
One,ahis closest friends in
aged bourbon is ready for bottling. Just like his predecessors, the industry is Jim Rutledge, the
he relies on his sense of sight, master distiller' at Four Roses-,
Distillery at Lawrenceburg and
smell and taste.
And when he finds a batch now in his 39th year in the bourbon business.
ready for the Barton label?
It was Rutledge who gave
"You know you did your job,
you know you did everything Davis his nickname. Davis
that you were supposed to do, refers to Rutledge as "Daddy."
and Mother Nature took care of The patriarch is Jimmy Russell,
her side of the business," Davis master distiller at the Wild
Distillery
said. "It's just a great sense of Turkey
at
satisfaction, knowing that you Lawrenceburg, who marked his
continued where somebody left 50th year in the business in 2004
and is affectionately called
-off."
Davis took over 3 1/2 years -Grandpa."
Russell, 70, has been groomago as master distiller, overseeing production of a lineup of ing his son, Eddie, in hopes he'll
Barton bourbons that includes someday be his successor..
Very Old Barton, Kentucky
Unlike the industry's intenseTavern
and
Kentucky ly competitive marketing side,
Gentleman. He's part of a select the master distillers are tightfraternity of master distillers at a knit-sand generously share their
handful- of bourbon plants dot- knowledge with younger contemporaries.'
ting the Kentucky countryside..
Davis was playfully dubbed
"We want to teach." Rutledge
"The Baby" by a fellow master said. "We're proud of the bourdistiller, who was making bour- bon we thake ... and we want to
bon before Davis was born, but pass this tradition along to those
there's no generation gap who follow us."

..PC DOCTOR
Computer Solutions
viA SICK
V.

1

SItlYir,e_e_Qfferini
•House Calls
*Component Upgrades
"Software Upgrades
-Repair
*Speed Increases.
*General Maintenance
'Home Networks Installed & Set Up
•Virus Removal
•Custom Built Computers
*System & Network Consulting

PC DOCTOR • Murray
the _or@thartor.not
p<doct
ib 270-226-9577

Here's some good news!
State Auto's PRIME OF LIFE Plan rewards qualifying policyholders
with substantial auto and homeowners premium savings and enhanced
insurance protection. That's coverage for fewer dollars.
Contact our agency to learn more
. about this exciting program.

Your best Insurance
Is a good agent.

We're friends you can depend on...
in your Prime of Life.

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St.• Murray • 753-4451
Westside • Court Square

This beautiful updated farm house sits on 105
acres of land. Great kitchen, 2 bedroom and
bath with lots of unfinished space upstairs. Large
barn with lake and log cabin. mls #24583
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•
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!Akers overcome
Masthay, Tigers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Fans expecting a blowout in Friday's
Fourth District boys' showdown
between Calloway County and Murray
High received a lesson on rivalries:
Expect the unexpected.
Entering last night's aontest, the
Lakers were riding high with a gaudy
19-1 record and the memory of their 32point pasting of the Tigers less than a
month ago at Jeffrey Gymnasiuni.
,Meanwhile, Murray came in with a lessthan-stellar 7-11 record and with seemingly little chance of staying with its
4
crosstown nemesis-.
All that didn't matter, though, as the
Tigers (7-12, 1-3 Fourth Distriat) — led
by gutsy senior Tim Masthay — came
through with perhaps their grittiest effort
of the season, carrying heavily-favored
CCHS (20-1, 6-0) to the brink before
falling 51-46 in front of a packed house
at Murray High School.
"All that (underdog) talk served as
motivation for our guys," said Murray
head coach Dan Hudson. "They had
heard that stuff all week about how
(Calloway) had beaten us by 32 points,
----: and they got tired of hearing it. ... What
this proves is that we can play with anybody."
On the other side of the ledger. Laker
head coach Terry Birdsong vra5just glad

Cats
rolling
versus 44
SEC foes

his troops were able to survive a night
when they didn't play their best basketball.
"I'm not going to stand here and say
that we deserved to win this game
because we probably didn't," noted a
relieved Birdsong. "You have to give
Murray High a lot of credit. Coach
Hudson had those guys ready to play.
and they executed their game plan really
well. ... I'm not mad at our guys. I'm
just disappointed in the way we played."
Calloway avoided the upset despite a
porous defensive effort, thanks in part to
the Tigers' equally porous free throw
shooting.
An aggressive Murray squad reached
the charity stripe 30 times on the night.
but made just nine of those attempts.
Ironically enough, the biggest culprit
was Masthay. The 6-foot-4 senior kept
the Tigers within striking distance for
most of the contest with a team-high 19
points, but finished just 3-of-14 from the
foul line.
Masthay's evening also included a
nasty collision with a Laker defender
late in the game that opened a cut on the
side of his head, which caused him to
have to leave the contest for medical
assistance. Visibly dazed when he
returned, Masthay missed two free
throws in the final 13 seconds.

LEXINGTON, Ky.'(AP)
Even by Kentucky's lofty standards, what the Wildcats have
done to the Southeastern
Conference opponents lately is
impressive. Just ask the coaches
of the league's other teams.
Since Jan. 8, 2002, sixthranked Kentucky (16-2, 7-0
SEC) has won 42 of 45 games
against SEC teams, its best run
against league foes since going
127-3 from January 1945
through December 1954.
Kentucky went undefeated in
SEC play during the 2002-03
season, and it wouldn't surprise
other league coaches if the
Wildcats did the same this season.
'That's not a str▪ etch, in my
opinion." Florida coach Billy
Donovan said. Added Georgia
coach Dennis Felton: "1 think
its realistic. Kentucky has been
SCOTT NANNEY(Ledger & Times photc that kind of team in this league
Calloway County's Jeremi Bumpus looks for room to manuver in the lane forever. they have routinely had
against the defense of Murray High teammates Cory Zirbe1 (54) and the type of team and coaching
Brooks Hudson (3) during Friday's Fourth District showdown at Tiger that could possibly run the
table."
▪ See MURRAY Page 2B
Gymnasium.
Kentucky coach Tubby
Smith said Friday that he appreciates the kind comments from
his peers, but that hearing those
words just makes him want to
focus more on the Wildcats'
game $aturday at Vanderbilt
(13-8. 4-4).
"We* have long-range goals
and we also have •thort-term
goals we have to recognize."
By MICHAEL DANN
Smith
said. -The only way
LADY TIGERS 49
Sports Writer
you're going to achieve them is
Christian
Aca
of
Lou
33
RICHMOND, Ky. —
to concentrate on that particular
— 49
History rarely repeats itself. Murray I-4igh 04 13 05
task."
Chnshan Aca 10 13 10 06 — 33
But for the second time in as Murray High (14-8): Thurman 16,
5mith doesn't shy away —
many years, the Murray High Dunn 8, Volt) 5. Garland 4 FG: 10-37
too much — from talk of anothSchool girls' basketball team 3-pt FG: 5-12 (Thurman 3. Dunn
er undefeated SEC run, but said
6-15 Rebounds: 32. Fouls: 14.
bowed out in the second round FT:
if it happens. it will be more of a
Christian Academy (19-3): Marsh 15
of the state tournament for McKernie 8, Marshall 8, Blake 6.
by-product of the work the
Shubert 4 Kom 2. MaGee 2, Fishback
small schools.
Wildcats do every day.
The Lady Tigers, marred by 2, Smith 2 FG: 17-47 3-pt FG: 2-13
"All things are possible,"
2) FT: 13.-16 Rebounds:
turnovefs and a relentless (Marshall
Smith said of going undefeated
32 Fouls: 16
defensive effort from Christian
'in league play. "We've done it
Academy of Louisville. fell Katie Garland and a u-ey by
before. We're the only team
49-33 Friday morning in the senior guard Lisa Thurman had
that's undefeated right now in
Touchtone Energy All "A" Murray within eight at 17-9
the league. But that's not someClassic at McBrayer Arena on with 4:32 to play.
thing we're concerned about.
Back-to-back 3-pointers by
the campus of Eastern
We're
concerned
about
Thurman and Christina Dunn
Kentucky University.
Vanderbilt."
Murray High head coach pulled the Lady Tigers to withThe game against Vanderbilt
Rechelle Turner knew that her in four (19-15) with 2:52
is the final game in a stretch durteam's backs were against the remaining. Dunn later added a
ing which the Wildcats played
wall, taking on the state's fifth- long bomb, but Ashley
five out of six -games on the
best team in the Lady Fishback's deuce with 13 secroad.
Centurions. But unlike most of onds to play before halftime
They've overcome adversity
Turner's games this year, her put the Lady Centurions up by
during their last two games to
Lady Tigers (14-8) didn't wait six (23-17).
keep their streak alive — survivCAL opened the third quarto get going.
ing after team- leader Chuck
Murray trailed 10-4 at the ter with two turnovers and two
Hayes went down with a broken
end of the first period of play. misses before Thurman nailed
nose in the first half against
but pulled to within six at half- a 3-pointer to get Murray High
Tennessee. then escaping from
with in three at 23-20 with
time.
'Arkansas with a one-point win,
"They're a good team," 5:15 to play. That would be
after the Razorbacks missed a
High's last field goal
Turner said of CAL. "They
shot at the buzzer.
f the quarter, though, as CAL
took away a lot of the things
. Hayes played with a mask on
used a 10-2 run to close out the
we wanted to do, but, we kne
against Arkansas and said he'll
period„ forcing Murray into
our backs were agai
probably do so for the rest of the
five turnovers.
and we were only do
season. As the' senior forward
A different result may have
at halftime.
has missed game time because
been in the cards for Murray
"1 thought we had p
of the injury and adjusted to the
gutsy efforts out there and High. But because of CAL's
mask, his backups — sophorelentless interior defense. the
made a good statement."
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo
mores Bobby Perry and Sheray
In the second quarter. CAL Lady Tigers turned the ball
Murray High senior guard Breanna Volp dribbles around the defense of Christian
Thomas — have emerged as
used
a 7-0 run to start the peri- over nine times in the first half.
Acadmey of Louisville's All Shubert in the second half Friday at the Touchtone Energy
viable options off the bench.
od, building a 17-4 lead. But a
'That has given us a real air
All "A" Classic in Richmond.
•See MURRAY Page 28
quick bucket by senior forward
of confidence," Smith said. "For
me as,a coach. I know these
guys clen.do it in that type of
environment if the opportunity
pressnts itself."

All 'A' Classic State Tournament
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Lady Tigers succumb to CAL

Eagles' confidence belies history, odds
• rs
'ed

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) —
There's something curious about these
Philadelphia Eagles.
They are supposed to be Sliper
Bowl underdogs, fraught with firsttime jitters and wide-eyed wonder.
Instead, they are
loose and talkative, witty and
confident.
They play the
mighty New England Patriots, the
defending champions on the verge of a
dynasty.
But it's the Eagles who walk with a
swagger,even though they last won an
NFL title when Eisenhower was starting his final year in the White House.
"You turn on the TV and all you
hear about is how great the dynasty of
the New England Patriots is," defensive tackle Corey Simon said. "This
team has some credentials of its own,
being able to go to four NEC championship games, which takes work. That
doesn't just happen.
"We're not getting any respect by

being out here: Nobody expects us to one-liners.
s'‘ewin. It's kind of like the David-andDhani Jones hawkeNij bow ties.
Goliath thing. The only thing is. David
Freddie Mitchell was hiS typical
won that battle. We come out here chatty self, talking about any subject
with that same mentality."
with every person who stuck a microAfter losing three straight NEC title phone, tape recorder or camera in his
games, the Eagles finally reached the face.
Super Bowl for the first time in 24
"We're a loose team naturally
years. Standing in the way of because of the guys we have on the
Philadelphia's first NFL championship team," running back Brian Westbrook
since 1960 — and the city's first major said. "We're a team that has fun, but
sports title in 22 years — are the also gets the job done at the same time.
Patriots, who have won two of the last We're a level-headed type team. We're
three Super Bowls and are seven-point a team that has a workman-type attitude. We've played in big games
favorites on Sunday.
While New England took a more before,"
businesslike approach this week, borThe Eagles (15-3) dominated the
dering on being a little uptight. the NEC this season, winning nine games
Eagles enjoyed their trip. Players by double-digit margins, five of them
whipped out their camcorders on the by at least 21 points. Even without
plane ride from Philadelphia and Owens.--the injured All-Pro receiver,
brought them again on media day,
tacored Minnesota and Atlanta
making sure to capture'the atmosphere
in the playoffs.
that surrounds such a big game.
'
The Patriots (16-2) again shut
Donovan McNabb joked with down league MVP Peyton Manning
reporters.
and the rest of the Indianapolis Colts
Terrell Owens mixed in several in the playoffs.

040k

AP

Philadelphia Eagles receiver Terrell
Owens works out during the team's final
practice Friday in Jacksonville, Fla. The
Eagles take on the New England Patriots
on Super Bowl XXXIX on Sunday in
Jacksonville.

Dear Today
Tlpoff: 2 p m CST
Site:
Mernoria
Gym
Nashville
Tenn
Series
record:
KentuckNi leads 127-37
Last meeting: Kentucky 69. Vanderbilt
54. Jan 12. 2005. Lexington, Ky.
Coaches Tubby Smith (207-54. eighth
Ilisikson, 331-116. 14th season overall)
Kerilucky. Kevin Stallings (98-77. sixth
mason, 221-140, 121h season overall)
Vanderbilt
Redio/Televbtion: Jefferson Pilot
Sports with Dave Baker and Larry
Conley University of Kentucky Radio
Network. with Tom Lead" More Pratt
and Dick Gryonei vanderbilt-ISP Raclk)
Network. with Joe Fisher and Tim
Thompson
Probable Starting Lineups:
Kentaolty(111-2, 7-0): F-Chuck Hayes.
10 7 ppg..8.7 rpg; F-Kelenne Azubuike,
14 3 pin. 48 mg C-Rarklolph Morns,
84 ppg. 38 rpg. G-Raion Rondo. 8.2
ppg, 27 apg. 0-Patrick Sparks. 11 5
P09. 4 9 apg.
Vended,.(134,4-4): F-Corey Smith.
116 ppg. 4,2 mg. F-Shen Fader. 75
ppg. 25 rpg. C-Ted Skuches, 2 1 ppd.
2 2 rpg. G-Alex Gordon. 7.6 ppg, II
mg. G-Jason Ho/mods 7 3 ppg. 2 8
809-

1
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lave:stock
insurance Agency
Van Haverstock

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
KENTUCKY PREP SCORES

Friday's Games
Boys:
Bardstown 69 Washington Co 42
Barren 59, Glasgow 54
Bath Co 46 Jackson City 35
Bethlehem 69, Lou. Ky Country Day
Betsy Layne 75. Paintsville 62
Boone Co 69. Conner 51
Bourbon Co 55 Estill Co 46
Bowling Green 62, Warren East 37
Breckenridge Co 79. Cannelton 36
Calloway Co. 51, Murray 46
Calvary Christian 62. Gov Latin 22
Cawood 85. Everts 42
Christian Go 67_ Paducah Tilghman 53
Clay Co 75, Bet Co 67
Clinton Co 60, Lou Collegiate 51
Cos Catholic 68, Simon Kenton 56
Coy Holy Cross 65. Lou Holy Cross 41
Crittenden Co 5/, Livingston 4.9
Cumberland Co. 56, Edmonson Co 47
Danville 69. Lincoln Co. 44
Deming 63. Silver Grove 53
East Carter 55. Boyd Co 47
East Ridge 65, Pikeville 53
Elizabethtown 71. LaRue Co 43
Fairview 56, Magoffin Co 54
Fra2kiin Co. 53. Western Hills 43
FreZerick- Fraize 61, Lou. Brown 55
Fulton Co 70, Obion Central, Tenn 59
Garrard Co. 77* Mercer Co 72
George Ro Clark 66. Campbell Co 55
Graves Co 83. Ballard Memorial 35
Greenup Co. 60. Russell 51
HarnSon Co 76 Madison Southern 68
H4rt Co 65. Grayson Co 60 OT
Henderson Co 63. Webster Co 58
Henryville Ind 55, Port Christian 38
Hickman Co. 65, Fulton City 56
-Hormes 56. Ryle 48
-Johr Hardin 58. Adair Co 44
Lawrence Co 58, Paul Blazer 51
Lex Catholic 61, Madison Central 56
Lex Christian 85. South Floyd 50
Lex Tales Creek 72 Lex Lafayette 69
Joyd Memorial 68, Villa Madonna 44
Lou Ballard 68, Lou St Xavier 51
Lou Butter 66. Taylor Co 36
L(au Central 61. Lou Southern 52
DeSales 63. Lou Iroquois 47
DuPont 63. Lou Male 57

tate touniame
raws annoy

elt,,0,0
,
1,04;

Lou Eastern 55. Lou Waggoner 43
Lou Faifdaie 38, Lou Doss 37
Lou Jettersontown 73. Lou Moore 50
Lynn Camp 84, WiWiarnsburg 71
Lyon Co. 52. Dawson Springs 42
Meade Co. 75. Ft. Knox 66
Morgan Co. 76, Lewis Co 53
Muhienberg North 64 Apollo 53
Muhlenberg South 54, Butler Co 49
elson Co. 41. Manon Co. 27
North Hardin 58. Central Hardin 49
Oric Co 76, Devises Co 72
Owensboro 70, McLean Co 48
Pike Co Central 69. Sheldon Clark 52
Pineville 82. Middlesboro 79
Pulaski SW 82. Pulaski Co. 61
Raceiand 43, Nicholas Co. 28
Rowan Co 72, Mason Co. 63
Russell Cc 80. Whitley Co. 50
FluSSenvrlie 77 Logan Co. 59
Scott Co 68, Pendleton Co 58
Shelby Co 98. Oldham Co. 95 20T
Shelby Valley 74, Johnson Central 57
'Somerset 42. Owensboro Catholic 37
South Oldham 81. Anderson Co. 53
St. Mary 60. kAaylield 55
St Patrick 69, Augusta 51
Union Co 76. Hopkins Co Central 41
University Heights 61 Hazard 56
Warren Central 74, Monroe Co. 68
Wayne Co 86, Knox Central 61
Wolfe Co 59, Lee Co. 51
Girls:
Anderson Co. 50. SouT Oldham 47
Beth Haven 58, Christian Fellowship 37
Bethlehem 67, Campbellsville 27
Buckhom 45. June Buchanan 37
Built Central 65. Spencer Co 33
Built East 47, North Bullitt 23
Calvary'Chrishan 67, Cincinnati Clinton
Franklin-Simpson 64, Todd Central 35
Fulton City 65, Hickman Co 47
Graves Co. 48, Ballard Memorial 30
Hopkins Co. Central 51, Union Co 47
Lex. Bryan Station 58. Henry Clay oa
Lax 'Christian 61, Whitesburg 44
Lincoln Co. 58, Danville 54
Logan Co. 53. Russellville 44
Mayfield 45, St.'Mary 36

resulting in 12 points for the
Lady Centurions.
The Lady Tigers had 17
turnovers in the game. CAL
head coach Dan Rice said there
was a strong emphasis on shuttink down Murray High up top.
-We felt like defense was the
ey to our game," he said. "We
didn't want to give them a lot of
second chances."
The Lady .Centurions' pres
ence in the paint was just- as
good as it was denying passes at
the top of the Lady Tigers'
offense.
Thurman paced the Murray
High offense with 16 points.
despite 10 turnovers in the
game.
The 5-foot-8 senior guard,
who missed last year's state
tournament because of an ACL
injury, put in three buckets from
behind the arc and five points
from the free throw line. Only
one of Thurman's shots came
inside the lane.
Dunn tacked on eight points.
going 2-of-7 from beyond the
arc. Breanna Volp had five
points, three coming from the
free throw line. Garland finished
with four — one coming from
the baseline and a jumper from
mid-range.
"It seemed like every time I
would
go up, (Maggie)
McKemie would be there. With
her hands up, she seemed 7-foot
(tall)," said Volp of the Lady
Centurions' 6--2 senior forward.
McKemie had eight points in
the win, but 5-8 guard Mere,dith
Marsh dumped in a team-high
15 points. The sophomore was
7-of-7 from the line.
Murray took almost as many
shots in the Richmond emergency room . as it did in

MICHAEL DANN
rts Writer
RICHMOND. Ky. — They
Eby
- that 13 is an unlucky numNormally, they would probably ring true. But if you are
member of a .boys' basketball
team in the First Region, you
'are hoping the only rithsti that
rings is the bell, claiming you
are one of the Bluegrass' best.
. Whichever team comes out
of the First Region Tournament
at the Regional Special Events
Center in Murray later this scamp will go up against thawinner of Region 13 at the
Kentucky
High
School
, Athletic Association's Sweet
16 *ate Tournament March
13-16 at Rupp Arena in
t
,xington.
,Broadcast on WKYT-27 in
. ington Friday afternoon,
draw for the state tournament matches was announced.
'
t'
';,The
o First and 13th region
is are in the lower bracket
will play on March 17 at
., CDT. The winner will
, - the'champion of the 16th
and Second regions. Also in
the lower bracket are the 11th,
15th, Fourth and Ninth region
winners.
In the upper bracket are the

a.m. CDT. with the.
12th Region winner',
The Hou'eheris Girls'
Tournament at E.A. Di
Arena will be held March
26. The winner of the
Region will take on the
Region champion on Marc
at noon CDT. The First Reg
winner is also in the lower
bracket, as well as the Fifth,
15th. Fourth, Seventh, 14th
and Sixth region winners.
In the upper bracket, the
13th, Ilth, Second. Eighth,
12th, Third, 16th and 10th
Region winners will play.
The girls' tournament kicks
off March 23 at noon, match- .
ing the 13th arid 11th region
winners.'
Dave Baker was the host of
Friday's program. which also
included KHSAA commissioner Brigid ,Devries, Harry
Riehart of National City Bank.'
and Shannon .Hendrick of
Houchens
Inc.
Marshall
County native and KHSAA
Director of Promotions and
Media Relations Butch Cope
oversaw the drawing of the
numbers.

•McBrayer Arena. Before the
game, Turner had to take several
members of her starting five to
the local hospital's ER to get
shot; for the flu, stomach viruses and bronchitis.

In the game, Murray shot 10of-37 from the field for 27 percent. Turner didn't take anything
away from CAL, adding that
"they are the fifth-best team for
a reason." Instead,
she compli_

li

ECA defeats Indiana foe •Lakers, Tigers.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
F. V.ANSVILLE. Ind. — Two,
Fascwood Christian Academy
cry recorded double-doubles'
)
,..
the Warriors defeated
....1.
Sl ithw est Indiana 73-51 Fiday
iu ht.
Jordan Harrell led the way
tOr ECA with 24 points and 16
rebounds, while Erik Ramsey
tossed in 10 and grabbed 12
hoards.
„
The Warriors 116-3) opened a
20-13 advantage after one quarter of play and never relinquished the lead. Eastwood

pushed the margin up to 41-26
by the intermission and held a
comfortable 60-37 cushion
heading into the fourth quarter
before closing out the win.
Jon Craig and David Craig
each touched theg net for 15
points, including twd 3-pointers
apiece. Marcus Harrell tallied 13
points, while Brandon Burgie
followed with six.
The Warriors grabbed 44
rebounds in the contest and were
26-of-61 shooting from the
floor, including eight treys. ECA
was 15-of-19 from the free
throw line.

merited her squad on its intensity and determination.
"With their size, they make
you alter a lot of your shots. It's
hard not to fade away or go
straight up and be worried about
getting your shot blocked," said
Turner. -We really had to adjust
to the way the game was called.
It's called much different up
here than it is back in the First
Region."
CAL shot 17-of-47 for 36
percent and had 13 steals while
committing 10 turnovers.
"We knew we had two choices — we could battle back or get
blown out," Turner said of her
team's effort in the second half.
"These girls have a lot of fight in
them. They don't
Admittedly, 'because of
health and CAL's up-tempo
style, Turner alluded to fatigue
being a factor in the third and
fourth quarters.
"We've battled all year. We
knew what to expect, but I
thought the ladies hung in there
in what wa.s a very physical
game," she said.
Murray went 0-of-7 from the
field in the fourth period until
Volp broke the dry spell with a
deuce with 4:36 left on the
clock. But the Lady Centhrions
went 5-of-7 from the free throw
line and held the Lady Tigers to
3-of-9 from the,field in the final
stanza.

SportsBriefs
The Murray High School
Diamond Club will hold a
meeting on Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the school's cafeteria. The
meeting will update plans for
the Tiger baseball team's
spnng break trip. Fund-raisers
will alto be discussed. For
more irtiormation, call 7537854.

• •

From Page 1B
"Free throws — there's your
ball game right there," Hudson
explained. "In Tim's defense, he
really didn't know where he was
or what he was doing at the end
of the game.
"But you've got to be able to
make your free throws in a game
like this, and we just didn't do
that." '
Murray fell behind by as
much as 11 points(25-14)in the
first half and appeared on the
verge of another lopsided loss to
the Lakers after missing 10-of-

RACER

BASKETBALL

=0041-200

from Masthay and freshman
guard Kenneth Trice.
The Tigers actually grabbed
08 17 11 15 — 51
the lead at 43-42 on back-toMurray
08 07 15 16 — 46
back Calloway turnovers as
Calloway (20-1): Tindell 26. Burnous 9,
Trice and Masthay turned the
Futrell 9, Adams 5, Hargrove 2 FG: 14
3-pt FG: 1 (Tindell) Fr: 22-31
miscues into consecutive transi
Murray (7-12): Masthay 19. Tnce 13,
tion
layups.
brbel 6, Jackson 5. Rollins 3 FG: 18. 3But Brooks Hudson's fifth
pt FG: 1 (Tnce). FT: 9-30
and final foul while trying to
131ret tosses in the first 16 min- ' box out Trey Tindell resulted in
utes of play.
two made free throws by the
However, the Tigers emerged Laker senior, giving CCHS the
from a 10-point halftime deficit lead at 44-43 with 2:29 to go.
to score 11 of the first 12 points
A Masthay.bucket at the 1:30
of the third quarter, pulling even mark tied the game at 45-45, but
at 26-26 on a Masthay putback ,Tindell — who finished with a
with 4:29 left.
game-high 26 points —
-We let them hang around," responded again with a layup for
Birdsong said. -Once they came a two-point Calloway edge.
back and made 'that run, we
Still, the Tigers had their
knew we were in for a dog- opportunities to pull out the vicfight."
tory in the final seconds. But
MHS fell behind by six (36- they missed 5-of-6 foul shots in
30) entering the fourth quarter. the final 1:03, which sealed their
but once again battled its way fate in the end.
hack on the strength of baskets

CCMS reaches finals
of district tournament

Murray State vs.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County Middle
School's eighth grade boys' basketball team advanced to the
finals of district tournament play
with a 42-36 semifinal victory
over Mayfield Thursday night at
Murray High School.
The Lakers (23-2)-led at the
end of every quarter, opening an
8-5 advantage after one period
of play before taking an 18-12
edge into the locker room at

TONIGHT
Saturday, Feb.5
Lady Racers 5:15 p.m.
Racers 7:15 p.m.
Scout Day
Murray State Staff Appreciation Day

M

Corporate Game Sponsor:

halftime. CCMS maintained its
six-point lead after three quarters, taking a 28-22 margin into
the final stanza. Calloway led by
as much as 12 Taints' in the
fourth quarter befo sealing the
win.
Derek Solorn
and Jamey
Grew
,
jtied for team scoring
honors for the Lakers with 10
points each. wame Duffy and
Tyrell Willis d eight apiece,
Chris Dobbi ns followed with
four and Jordan Bumpus added
two.
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All Times CST
BOXING
8 p.m.
SHO — Champion Cory Spinks (34-20) vs Zab Judah 132-24), for undisputed welterweight championship.
heavyweights Owen Beck (24-0-0) vs
Monte Barrett (30-3-0). at St. Louis
GOLF
2 p.m.
CBS — PGA Tour, FBR Open, third
round, at Scottsdale, MI.
3 p.m.
ABC — Champions Tour, Champions
Skins Game. part I, at Wailea. Hawaii
(same-day tape) Edo Part II airs on
ABC. Feb 6. at 1 p.m on nexl-day
tape delay
11 p.m.
TGC — European PGA Tour, Heineken
Classic, final round, at Black Rock,
Australia (same-day tape)'
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN — Kansas at Nebraska
ESPN2 — Wisconsin at Minnesota
Noon
CBS — Regional coverage, Georgia
Tech at Duke or Stanford at Arizona
1 p.m.
ESPN — George Washington at
Temple
ESPN2
Ill -Chicago at
Wis -Milwaukee
3 p.m.
ESPN — Cincinnati at Charlotte
ESPN2 — Saint Peter's at Rider
4 p.m.
FSN — UCLA at Washington
5p m
ESPN2 — Pittsburgh at West Virginia
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — Louisville at UAB
8 p.m.
ESPN — Notre Dame at Syracuse
9 p.m.
ESPN2 — UTEP at Rice
NSA
7:30 p.m.
WGN — Chicago at Miarm
8 p.m.
NBA TV — New Orleans at Utah
SKIING
11 cm.
USA — World Alpine Championships,
downhill. at Bormio, Italy Isame-day
tape)
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Noon
FSN — Colorado at Texas A&M
2 p.m.
FSN — Texas at Iowa St.

Local
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
5:15 p.m.
WNBS — Lady Racers vs
Southeast Missouri State
7:15 p.m.
Frowy 103 7 — Racers vs
Southeast Missouri State
PREP BASKETBALL
7:30 p.m.
Lady Lakers at
Hopkins County Central

RACER BASKETBALL 2004-2005
1,d"
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,
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RACER BASKETBALL WITH MICK CRONIN
MONDAY,FEB. 7 AT BIG APPLE CAFE
Don't miss the inside scoop on Racer Basketban!

RADIO SHOW begins at 6 p.m. and is followed by a
Q&A session with head coach Mick Cronin.

NEXT HOME GAME THURSDAY• FEB. 10

t
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Outdoors
Anglers, fish need warm sunshine

saw my good friend.
Wait, and then shake it again. the lake shorelines where the area and
on his way into
Our., lake elevation appears ods of sunlight during the win- you choose the colors.
Pember,
Steve
the
into
washed
has
water
rain
John Emerson just called This is usually a great winter
we shared.
place
to be at the winter pool stage ter months, one can often find
secret
the
in the tactic when a cold front comes main body of a cove. These
of friends
couple
a
had
of 354 feet, but one can't be better-sized bass along these to say he struck out
Steve
be
easily
can
s
creature
living
crappie department Tuesday through. The bass simply are
told him that we
I
him.
with
sure as to how long it will hanks.
the
of
change
the
by
spotted
when
mood
chasing
a
The water there is wanner morning. He also reported that not in
remain there.
caught 35 fish. Steve laughed
stained waters.
front comes through.
usually contains more of the shad kill was pretty heavy a cold
aad
badlythe
have
don't
We
and said he had already been
usuis
water
of
influx
The
39recorded
he
John said
and
waters that came a variety of fish and crawfish in the Blood River area,
there. They caught over 45
in
stained
often
will
and
areas of shoreline degree water. He was mostly ally warmer
there. We both laughed.
bass
through a fen? days ago. That that the bass live on. You will that many
the
turn,
In
baitfish.
the
attract
some
on
shad. looking for crappie
is a positive usually find these bass to be were covered with dead
ed and • went to other
high-liv
bass.
hungry
will attract
The recent snow storms that of the 'ledges. Crappie often baitfish
mo v e more aggressive.
put in our time!
to
areas
bass
the
that
believe
fully
I
regday off from their
Some seem to think there swept across the northern and take a
I had fished that
toward the
and
Steve
way
the ular routine when there is a learn these areas the same
when we
before,
crappie and are bays with long north banks, central states have forced
place
same
on.
obervati
—
by
do
anglers
move major cold front setting in.
The numboat.
bassfeeding, where the species also spawn migratory waterfowl to
same
the
in
were
I could ;name a hundred difIt is a time to gather in
!
we sooner. I'm not so sure about into our twin lakes area. We
fantastic
which
Were
bers
hapthis
where
places
ferent
large schools at a depth where
will our lakes doing that since we usually have a resident popuhope
I can't be sure off the exact
the temperature is tolerable. pens almost every time a hard
that
geese
and
ducks
of
lation
ns
elevatio
the
but it- was in the midfeed a little usually see
total,
mean
I
almost.
By
rain comes.
will reside here through the win- The fish will just hang out
change so much.
Most of them were good
better.
70s.
spot
run-off
the
es
sometim
that
their
conserve
and
together
We know that the sudden ter months. Coming south with
The
is catching the full force of bass. We- didn't keep bass to
majes- combined body heat.
the
are
l
waterfow
these
and
can
water
cold
of
influx
missmajor
the wind and .the ways. The eat back then, so I'm inclined
them
find
You will always
eagles. f
Fishing
ing compo- will usually send the threadfin tic American bald
won't use it at that point. to believe that many of those
The ducks and geese are holding together where the tem- bass
nent is some shad into shock. It will cause
will go to another one bass were caught several time'
They
and
Line
of the snow perature is most suitable
warm sun- them to swim erratically, and displaced because
that is more acceptable. They over the years.
accumulations. Their natural the oxygen content is high.
By Jerry
hey will die.
shine. That many tirnt---That experience proved ii.
don't seem to mind traveling
all
These fish are governed as
Maupin
Scan tlik surface of an area predator must travel where they
will
and I that such a place
Steve
alone
by the posi- long distances to get there,
other fish are
an before running through it. You do. Eagles don't usually eat
to
exist in hundreds ot
had
make
Outdoors
waterfowl because tions off the moon and its mag- tither.
healthy
the
If
.
behavior
this
witness
might
over the lake. I know
feel
all
areas
angler
Columnist
I remember one spring day
netic pull.
forgotten it, and
you do, then cast and work a that is harder to do.
never
have
I
better
was
I
men
two
took
I
They can hold in an area when
They prey on the sick and
continuously'
searched
have
I
We
place.
a
even if the bite is slow! We minnow stick twitchbait along
such
into
guiding
some
quite
for
d birds, and they most and not feed
to locate
day
first
that
since
the
into
way
know that our winter fishing these same banks or out in the weakene
our
eliminate the sick ones time by not living off their had fished
possible.
as
areas
•
many
as
withshore
the
has been some of the poorest center — wherever the shad often
along
and
bay
some
that can prevent a spreading body fat. This is why
Of course. I had to be ow
we've had in years due too ate dying.
anglers are able to catch a out a strike. I then went directsickness.
of
backup
a
have
might
You
when it was raining hard.
there
runof--the.
the terrible weather, which
source
the
to
ly
short
Kentucky and limit of crappie in a very
Anyway,
alterand
rod
another
on
lure
to get through all that
strong
had
I
and
usually
includes the
ning water off a hillside
time.
to locate what we
nate the stickbait with a .shal- Barkley lakes have an abunweather
bad
bass
were
winds.
There
bay.
the
into
All species do about the
eagles that will often
of
dance
seems
It
t.
crankbai
,
ing
learn.
to
low-runn
day
wanted
winter
al
On an occasion
ready to strike anything that
put on an aerial display. If you• same. There are only a few
are there.
they
me,
Believe
I
when the air temperature is to be the best retrieve for me
•
pair of binoc- variations that survive in dif- moved!
a
along
ring
can
rhytha
in
wash
jerkbait
banks
the
the
work
time,
to
over
in
But,
above normal, try frshing
We sat there, and the guys
and a tele-photo camera ficult times. By watching conchange
ns
conditio
the
and
out
numthe
over
the backs of the creeks. Most mical twitch and pause fash- ulars
ballistic
went
lens, you can have a fantastic ditions unfold, an angler can
Howevof you know that bass will ion. But don't attempt the fast
predictor, bers of very god bass they for that perfect spot.
good
real
a
become
are
birds
These
session.
photo
Slow
that are
many
of
know
we
er,
maybe
or
—
We
.
move up to take advantage of retrieve in cold water.
were catching
as well as a moon reader.
huge!
ve. We lish them
producti
still
of
out
ran
—
bass
the
this warming water, and the bait- down and keep working over
was
it
have
n
Hunters and fisherme
You may need to. work a
when the rains come.
fish are found there for the a wide area where the shad
watched the moon in all of its steam after about an hour of
water
of
areas
some
in
jig
were dying.
I will tell you' this: Jerry
catchand
casting
same reason.
fast
hard,
there are downfalls of many phases. They have
--where
in
its
Shad
dying
the
Mimic
and I found one place
-Chappel
sort-Sas
the
We have found
ing. trees. Make your cast into the observed the effect it has on
when we were fishtogether
caught
were
bass
the
of
tic twitch baits and the shal- movements as slow as you posSome
•
like and allow the all hying creatures. Thus, they
you
area
of
color
the
Choose
can.
my boat. We caught
of
sibly
out
ing
to
be
ts
we
low-running crankbai
d more than once because
ce jig to fall. If you don't get a' have advanced and improve
released. them in
and
bass
151
odd
certain
e
recogniz
something the bass will strike lure that you have confiden
could
drop, allow it to upon the conditions their own
the
on
strike
least
at
for
it
with
stay
and
in
hours!
three
waters.
even in the cooler
marks and spots on them. They
set a few seconds and then shake species live under.
Happy Fishing!
Because the north side of a a good 15 minutes. The cloud
had had enough. We left the
along
look
rain,
hard
a
After
it.
hop
or
help
sheuld
sunlight
or
cover
cove or bay receives longer peri-

Writer lists favorite duck
blind recipes, coming events
on top of the
Wow! It's been •a wild ride at least a half-inch of cold. American cheese
with maysmother
and
meat
bottom.
the
in
grease
since that first dove hunt on day-old
a squeeze bottle
from
onnaise
an
is
•
(this
pan
the
Heat
1.
Sept.
sunset important stop!) until the mouse before smashing the compley
Monday's
Last
water- tracks disappear from the ed sandwich to a manageable
the
of
end
the
marked
fowl season and . — except for grease. Open the back door size.
The sandwich is best served
rabbits, quail (Feb. 10) and and pour out most of the hot
a can of
squirrel (Feb. 28) — signaled grease. Add several sausage with tepid coffee or
A genpop.
soda
ozen
twice-fr
winding
the
patties.
down of the
When they begin to sizzle, erous slice of country ham may
2004-05 fall add several slices of good, fat be served on the side along
and winter bacon. (Substituting low-fat or with Hostess Ding Dongs.
The youth waterfowl hunt
hunting sea- otherwise healthy ingredients
this weekend in the westis
son.
damnt
permane
will result in
ern, half of the Commonwealth.
There age to the pan.)
have been a
Stir and flip the meat to For some mysterious reason.
lot of 3:30 perfection, remove and pile on Canada goose season will
a.m. wake- a paper plate. Open the back remain open in a remote corcalls, door and pour out about half ner of Fulton County until Feb.
up
long drives of the grease. then break as 15.
In The
even many eggs as the pan will
and
The special conservation
Field
longer days hold, letting them splash into order season for snow geese
afield. Every the grease (best accomplished began Feb. 2 and will run
By Kenny
day was a while
Darnell
neoprene through March 31. except for
wearing
success —
this weekend during the youth
Outdoors
waders).
days
some
Columnist
Fry the eggs until the yelf hunt. There is no lim1t on snow
just
were
lows won't run, adding black geese during this season and
more of a success than others. pepper as needed. Toast is best electronic calls may be used.
But it's over, and‘that's always prepared on a wire rack over
We have been clamoring for
a little sad.
flame, but use a toast- duck season to run until the
open
an
One of the things that I will er if you must. Remove the end of January for several years.
miss until next November is eggs that should now be float- This year. we got our wish
the morning meal in Dr. ing in the grease, and place thank to the calendar shift. It
Bonecruncher Heskett's duck
didn't help.
on toast.
blind, which consisted of two
Last year there were lots of
plate around
paper
the
Pass
fried eggs, sausage patties,
around by the end of
ducks
and ask everyone to grab two
bacon, cheese and mayonnaise
This year, they flew
January.
handful
a
and
sausage patties
on toasted bread with a slab
out on a front just before seafingers
their
using
bacon
of
of country ham on the side.
— preferably gloved. (At this son's end. It just goes to show
My system is already in withput the unfinished sand- that only hunters and wildlife
drawal because the Chairman point,
on a bare counter agencies mark time with a caldown
wich
absolutely forbids the preparaa chair and run to the endar.
tion of that particular high- or in
Speaking of ducks, there
to look for ducks. I
window
octane duck-blind fare in her
be an organizational meetwill
seems
don't know why, but it
kitchen.
y night at 6:30 p.m.
ing
Thursda
I can't understand why — to help.)
Big Apple Cafe to start
the
at
sandthe
to
g
returnin
Upon
Start
the recipe is as folloWs:
of 2.5 to a Ducks Unlimited chapter for
with a non-stick but severely- wich (after a lapse
slice of MSU students. DU currently has
a
place
,
minutes)
11
scratcbed frying pan that has

chapters at UK. Eastern Kentucky and Western Kentucky
universities. Kentucky Senior
Regional Director Ben, Burnley will be on hand to report
on DU activities. Call Charlie
McKenney at 753-8964 for
information.
It's also time for the annual Calloway'County Longbeards
chapter of the National Wild
Turkey Federation to,hold their
annual banquet. The NWTF
has been one of the most successful wildlife support groups
as evidenced the dramatic
increase in turkey populations
and interest in turkey hunting.
The banquet will be held
Dugan Pearson, 10, harvested his first deer, a
at the National Guard Armory
doe, during the opening morning of the youth
on Highway 121,Feb. 12. There
season in Calloway County.
will be an excellent meal, silent
and
auctions, raffles, drawinis
a live auction. Several guns
will be given away including
the 2005 banquet gun.
Tickets are $45 and will
Kentucky Ducks Unlimited will host an organizational
include membership in the
ting on Thursday, Feb. 10 to start a Murray State UniNWTF. Doors will open at 5
chapter of the organization.
ity
at
e
Breedlov
p.m. Call Mike
The meeting will be held at 7 p.m. at Big Apple Cafe in
767-0271 for information or
y. MSU students are invited to learn how. the new
tickets.
will be operated and ways to become part of DU's
With a few exceptions. the
tion program.
conserva
tat
windfall and winter season is
Kentucky Senior Regional DU Director Ben ing down. Thankfully, there are
the organization's activiti
banquets and snow geese to . ye a report &tailing
DU chapters currently exist
College
y.
nationall
and
spring
the
until
over
tide us
Western Kentucky.
and
y
Kentuck
Eagan
tacky.
turkey season, including the
ion, call District 11 Chairman C
informat
more
For
..'
on.
Conventi
National
NWTY's
Kenney at 753-8964 or Burnley at (270) 826-9507,
Feb. 17-20, at the Opryland
.,........A.,4;.4..,,...........,..
complex in Nashville.
1
Hunters can do their part
support
in the off-season to
Combined Experience and Excellence
wildlife by attending the DU.
for more than 36 years
NWTF or any of the fund.
meetings
or
banquets
raising
And if all else fails, I recommend a little gourmet duckCarpet
blind cuisine.
CARPET & FLOOR COVERING
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To subscribe to the Ledger, call 753-1916

Vinyl
Tile

we Do It All, Saks and Installation

Hardwood

(270) 753-7728

FOR All YOUR WIMAN AWOL
Most Major
Brands of New
& Used Tires
In Stock!
401N. 4th St.• Murray•762-0000
Mon. — Fri. 8 am. —430 p.m • Sat.8 a.m. — Noon
Ownerik Michael Cant • Richard PNca • Harbin Tabora

• Bait & Tackle
• Arms
• Ammunition • Muting Clothing
• Biaoculars
• Archery

• Scopes
• Knives
• Licenses

X7real
sroRTING GOOns
"Locally Owned and Family Operated'.
42
9 south 12th 'sheet • \l,ttio‘ K1 •
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MPD's
e-mail alert
Seseral months ago in my first column I explained that the
Sturm) Police Department was embarking on a new campaign
to promote positive pro-active law enforcement efforts in the
community. That campaign continues through efforts such as
business surveys, the Citizens Police
Academy, as well as increased lines of
communication between residents'and
law enforcement. The campaign has
yielded positive results and continues to
be a focus of the Murray Police
Department.
Increased lines of communication are
perhaps the most important step in that
campaign. Police and citizenry must have
a relationship of trust and understanding
Police Beat in order to accomplish the mission of a
safer community.
By Sgt. Jim
In keeping with that premise, the
Osborne
Murray Police Department has developed
Murray Police
a new program that we feel will open up
Department
a new line of communication with the
public that has not been utilized in the
past. With the help of the City of Murray, the Murray Police
Department has developed an e-mail alert system. This system
is titled NIPD Alert and is designed to provide a variety of
information to the public through periodic 6-mails. •
The advantages of this system are numerous. The primary
ad‘antage is that the Murray Police Department can reach a
large. number of citizens with only a single e-mail. Instantly the
entire list of subscribers can be notified of crime trends, safety
tips, possible traffic congestion areas, asNvell as information
about events within the Murray Police Department.
It is ithout question that a well-prepared and well-informed
community is a safer community. This program is designed to
do just that.
It is very easy to sign up for this service. Siniply go to the
City of Murray Web site at www.murrayky.gov and click on the
MPD E-Mail Alert link on the lower right hand of the page.
This can also be reached through the Murray Police Department
home page on that same site-. You will then be asked to fill out a
short entry form and you will then become a subscriber to the
E-Mail Alert System.,.
After successfully subscribing to the system you will receive
a v,elcome message at the e!rnail address you provided. From
That point forward you will receive each news release or crime
trend alert the Murray Police Department sends out.
Please keep in, mind that this system is not designed for
immediate emergencies. Standard media outlets that have been
used in the past N't ill continue to be utilized in emergency situation. This system is simply designed as another way to keep the
public infornied of events in the community that may affect
them. You will also receive the latest news on tips and suggestions to help reduce crime in your area.
The Murray Police Department hopes that ilie*citizens will
actively subscribe to this system as we attempt to use technology to our advantage in efforts to continue to improve our service to the community.

McConnell urges bipartisan negotiations
By HILARY ROXE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON tAP) —
Sen. Mitch McConnell urged
Democrats to be open to discussions about Social Security
reforms one day after President
)1 ush outlined options to overaul the system in his State of
e Union address.
McConnell, the Senate
Majority Whip, said Thursday
that the Democratic leadership
in Congress has "circled the
wagons" to resist the president's
calls' to fix what he describes as
a system in crisis.
-The Democratic leadership

During Friday morning's
United Way of Murray2005
Calloway
County
Celebration Breakfast, numerous community leaders and
businesses were honored for
their efforts in the past year.
Here is a list of those award
winners:
for
Certificates
New
Organizations: Parker Ford;
Murfay
Electric
System;
'Kroger; Kopperud Realty
100 Percent Participation:
Murray Ledger & Times;
Murray Insurance Agency;
Heritage Bank : BB&T Bank
Highest
Donation
Per
Employee: Kenlake Foods
Highest Donation: Briggs &
Stratton
Support:
Outstanding
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital (raised $3,000 more
than last year); Pella (who
sponsored a fun run)
Outstanding Board Support:
Donna Hemdon (worked several weeks on the letter sent to
individuals throughout the
community)
Outsta9ding
Community
Support: Rotary Club of
Murray; Hazel Woman's Club
County
Calloway
and
Homemakers
Outstanding Advertisement
Support: Murray Ledger &
Times; Froggy 103; Charter
Communications: WOTV
WalOutstanding Effort:
Mart; S'portable Scoreboards;
Rudolph Tire; Ryan Milk; ,JC
Penney ; Murray Bank; Union
Planters Bank; U.S. Bank

is trying to
... get all the
Democrats
the
inside
tent, but I
think
it's
simply
unsustainable to argue
that nothing
needs to be
McConnell done," he
said.
Both parties need to play a
part in negotiating changes to
the New
Deal program,
McConnell said. But some
Democrats don't believe immediate action is necessary.
• "Social Security has never
missed a payment and will pay
full benefits for the,next half
century. We have timeln reform
the system and a responsibility
to do this right," said Rep. Ben
Chandler, D-6th District.
Chandler, the only Democrat
in Kentucky's delegation, was at
a Democratic Caucus retreat
Thursday, and not available for

additional comngt.
But his comments echoed
some of the concerns expressed
by Senate Minority Leader
Harry Reid of Nevada during the
party's formal response to the
presidfnes address. Reid said
party leaders "strongly disagree
with the president's plan to privatize Social Security," adding
the proposals could jeopardize
Americans' "guaranteed beneOfficial estimates show that
without action, Social Security
will start paying out more than it
can afford in 2018. By 2942, the
system will be able to pay out
only 73 percent of the benefits
owed. But Democrats dispute
that the program is in crisis.
Bush began a two-day, fivestate tour Thursday to publicly
pitch his plan to overhaul the
system. Part of that plan
includes establishing personal
retirement accounts to let
younger workers steer a portion
of their Social Security contriinvEnment
butions
into

accounts, a proposal that both of
Kentucky's senators said they

support.
Sen. Jim Bunning, who has
been working on Social Security
since he was in the House of
Representatives a decade 'ago,
said selling reforms willrequire
convincing opponents that a crisis is looming.
"The demographics aren't
going to get any better and so it
is a long-term problem," he said.
In December 2003, the latest
statistics available from the
Social Security Agency, about
766,000 people in Kentucky
were receiving Social Security
benefits, up about 11,000 from a
year earlier.
Though that group is unlikely
to be affected by the changes,
the population of people over 65
in Kentucky is growing, Census
figures show.

Shock Rock

Photo Provided

North Elementary fourth graders Eun Tae Kim, Keisha Orr, Matthew Holder, Kirstie
McCiard and Bo French attempt to set up a simple electrical circuit using a -rock
containing copper.The experiment proved successful when the light came on. The
rock was part of a collection shown by Dr. Durwood Beatty, rock collector.

Contress to Cam us
A Public Lecture

Hon. Romano Mazzoli
U.S. House of Representatives, 1971-1995

Hon. Manuel Lujan
U.S. Secretary of the Interior, 1989-1993
U.S. House of Representatives, 1969-1989

Open House February 10,11, and 12
7:30 am-4:30 pm
Jct. of 1-57 & 62
Charleston, MO 63834
1-573-683-2175
Register for Free 20' Flagpole* or 2'6" Cupola**
on buildings purchased by June 30, 2005

Wrather-West Kentucky Museum
7:00 p.m.
Monday, February 7th, 2005

Sponsored by
1-800-447-7436 ext. 324
www.mortonbuildings.com

Department of Government,Law &
International Affairs
and

Pi Sigma Alpha

Si

Saturday, tebruary 5, 2005 • IC
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CLASSIFIEDS
430
435
NO
445
450
455
460
470
480
486
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Fano Equipment
Harry Equipment
SP3110 EIP8Pnwes
%wood
Musical
Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
ISOM Horse For Saie
Noble boars For Rant
Ike* acme Low For Rent
Dueness Rangel .
Apansants For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Raid
Songs Rientne
Commercial Property
Pots & Supokes
Lmestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rant or Lame

11.75 Column Inch,604 Discount 2nd Run,
40', Discount 1rd Run.
53.00 per column inch extra tor Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE Y.Q.LE, LINE M2 A.NI2 LIMil &MAR QN
THE WEBSITE M NO EXTRA CHARGE,
11\1

‘1).-,

$8.25 First Day - 20 wor• s or
Over 20 words Ilse each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.11 per word per day.
The publisher maintains the right to refeet or edit any submitted ri

\
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
7
753-192
Tax:
•
p.m.
a.m-5
7:30
y-Friday
Monda
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours:
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Notice
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Notice
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City of Murray
City Hall Building, 104 North 5th St., Murray, KY 42071
Separate sealed BIDS for the construction of: Box Culvert on
Meadow Lane. BIDS will be received by the City of Murray at
the City Clerk's Office in the City Hall Building, 104 North 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 until 2:00 p.m., (Local Tin*,
February 10, 2005, and then at said office publicly opened and
read aloud.
The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be examined at the following location:
Creotech Engineering & Testing. Inc.. 500 S. 17th Street.
Paducah, Kentucky 42002
AGC Office. 2201 McCracken Blvd.. Paducah, Kentucky 42001
AGC Office. 1623 U.S. Highway 121 Bypass.
Murray. Kentucky 42071
Geotech Engineering & Testing. Inc.. 604 N. 4th Street.
Murray. Kentucky 42071
Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be obtained at
the office of Geptech Engineering & Testing, Inc., located at 500
S. 17th Street, Paducah, Kentucky for a non-refundable deposit
of $25.00 for each set.
The OWNER reserves the right to reject any or all bids and
waive any informalities in the bidding. No bid halI be withdrawn for a period of sixty days subsequent to the opening of bids
without the consent of the OWNER.
Due to the following non-payment
of rent a

PUBLIC AUCTION
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will be held on

Sat., Feb., 12th •9 a.m.

1

Part time receptionist/business
office opening for busy medical
office. Need good phone, organizational, computer, and people
skills. Approx. 15 flexible hours
per week on afternoons and some
Saturdays. Send resume to:

MA Mini Storage
Duigiud Drive
Units 1, 13, 28, 31, 34, 37, 47, 49, 51, 68,
71, 73, 79, 93, 104.

P.O. Box 104d-P
Murray, KY 42071

050
Last and Fond

CUSTOM WEAVE
ON SALE
A

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
Sours 91-F 9-5 p.m., 9-12 Sat.. By App1. After MOW*
Hwy. 641 - 1-112 mitres S. of Murray to
Tom Taylor Trl. Flight 1500 yds.• 753-7728

BOOTH SPACE AVAILABLE
Charlie's Antique Mill in Hazel is
renting booths. 10'x 10' only
$57.00imonth. Receive the first month
"RENT FREE" with a six month
commitment. You can be moved in
before our annual March madness sale.
Our experienced sales staff handle all
sales for you. You get detailed computer
generated sales reports. Tax number or
business license NOT required. We sell
for you 7 days per week. For more
information call 270-492-8211 or stop by
, Charlie's at 303 Main St., Hazel, KY.
I
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BOOKKEEPING
SERVICES
• Partial or
complete service
•7 year
experience
• Business degree
• Satisfaction
guaranteed

Call
270-227-8332

N TIME FOR SPRING!
FULLY
Established,
equipped Nursery for
lease. All you need is to
grow & sell 270-7590690

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
The Place to

EVER eat a moon
have!
We
crater?
Sandra D's Diner 94.E 293-3816

Help Wanted

ITV/Computer Technician, Kentucky Academy if
Technology Education IKATE) Murray State
University. Full-tune position to begin March 2005.
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree required. Expertise
in HTML. ASP. CFML. CSS, SQL. web page development software including FrontPage and Dream
Weaver, ColdFusion. Microsoft Office software.
-graphics software, and web-related plugins; development applications, active directory, server management and backup is required, as well as troubleshooting, technical assistance. and repair of computer network equipment. Knotledge of current education
technology and integration into curriculum, current
web design standards including ADA compliancy and
proven ability to communicate with educators recommended. Examples of prev ions Work creating interactiveitoch pages that incorporate data collection and
repOrtink 's encouraged Responsibilities: Will be
webmaster )1. KATE and College of Education web
sites. DcvcIoInwnt of instructional web pages. workint with conttihutors and managing site. Assist in
"deVeloping we -based courses and instructional materials/iveb page. Administrator for network resources
incIudlq mult le seners and large user base of
active diretior;vccounts. Assist with the impkmentation of education technology initiatives sponsored by
KATE. Provide technigal assistance for KATE activities. Provide training and support to public schools.
university faculty and students. Application
Deadline: February .14. 2005. To Apply: Send
resume, three letters of recommendation and Ptinfolio
of work documenting the qualification _above to:
Charlotte Bradshaw. KATE, 226 Alexander Hall.
Murray. KY 42071. Women and minorities arr
encouraged to apply. Murral State University is an
equal education and employment opportunity. M/F/D.
.4.4 employer

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
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ACCOUNTANT need
ed part-time. Minimum
Associate's degree and
one year experience
required. Email resume
to candicee
or
powerclaim.com
Hawkins
to
mail
Research. 406 N. 4th
St., Murray 42071.
ARBOR PLACE OF
PURYEAR looking for
DEPENDABLE CERTINURSING
FIED
ASSISTANT for small
nursing home in TN
Contact Anita 731-2473205. EOE
BEST Western hiring
for experienced housekeeping and part-time
maintenance. Apply in
person at 1503 N.12th
St, Murray.
BI-vocational minister
of music for blended
services. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-1,
Murray, KY 42071
DRIVERS NEEDED.
COMPETITIVE
HOME
WAGES.
WEEKENDS. BENEFITS. MUST HAVE
CLASS A CDL WITH
MINIMUM 3 YEARS
OTR EXPERIENCE_
DRIVING
CLEAN
RECORD. (800)4686087
EXPERIENCED sheet
fed printing pressman
wattled. $12-515 per
hour, benefits, medical.
company
vacation,
savings.
matched
Pnnting,
Innovative
1623 SR 121 North,
Murray. KY. (270)7538802
Choice
Send
resume to 127 Beach
Rd, Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office

FARMER'S

01.

CUSTOMER SERVICE .
REPRESENTATIVE
. 411AWAllAtt

Tanning Research Laboratories, Inc.
has an immediate opening for a fulltime Customer Service Representative
to process orders. Applicants must be
able to effectively communicate with
customers, brokers, company sales
force and manage multiple priorities on
a daily basis. Computer experience
required (SAP knowledge a plus).
Benefit package includes medical, dental, 401(k), etc. Mail resume to: P.O.
Box 30, Murray, KY 42071. EOE

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

090
Domestic & Childcare

Open Mon-Fri. 9-5: Sat, 9-2
641N. 2 miles on right

NEED a.weekly clean-

We buy and sell good used

Help Warded

Housekeeper needed
Experience preferred.
calls
phone
No
please. Apply in person at Amenhost Inn,
Murray, KY
IMMEDIATE opening
for Office Manager of
County
Calloway
Propane in Murray.
Must be organized,
patient and great with
an adding machine
$300/week plus benefits Call 615-476-7009
or Fax application to
615-847-9643
LABORATORY
Technician: Full or Part
time tecruncian position
available with leading
environmental laboratory. Strong work ethics
backand science
ground required. Waste
water testing experience a plus Flexible
work schedule is a
must. Please email
to
resume
your
amoore@microbac.co
m
LEGAL secretary position. Dictation/ .and
skills
computer
required. Experience
preferred. Pay commensurate with expenence and abilities.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray.
KY 42071
NEED cooks and
fountains for days
and nights. Must be
able to work weekends. Apply at Sonic
Drive-In. 217 S. 12th
Street. No phone
calls.

Product Designer
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MEDICALJSURG1CAL
Office We are looking
for the right people to
form our office/clinic
team. Our clinic needs
an LPN and X-ray tech
Oiir business office
needs an experienced
spereimbursement
cialist and • an upbeat
receptionist If you'd
like to Join our team.
fax your reasme ,today
to 773-233-8795.
OPENINGS now and in
90 days - Software firm
Customer/
seeking
Technical Support- rep
wi great phone & computer skills Health ins..
18 paid days off/ yr.
retirement plan. Send
resume to gale@
or
powerclaim com
Research,
Hawkins
406 N 4th St.. Murray.
KY 42071
OWN a computer? Put
it to work! Up to
$1,500 to $7,500/mo
PT/FT 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording.
FREE BOOKLET.
www.vrtworldwide corn
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9ain-lpm only, 1800-578-8799
TECHNICAL auto cad
mechanical
R14
designer Competitive
benefits and pay Send
resumes to: P.O Box
1040-G. Murray. KY
42071
S1.000 Sign On
PAY INCREASE'

USA TRUCK
•No NYC 8 Pay On
Delivery
-Dedtated & Regional
Available
Owner Op s Teams &
StuderA,Grads Welcome
CALL DAYS A WEEK
800-237-4642

n

NEW year's resolve
include a used book
store' I have the place
and lots of books Let's
make a deal! P.O.Box
1040-D. Murray. KY
42071

VISA

150
Afides
For Sail
CLYDESDALE Excel
hot tub 92"x92''x38"
500 gallon capacity 7
place seating (with 7
therapy positions) 28
water lets (2) Er waterfall lets & 12 air lets
quad
AM/FM/CD
stereo & fiber optic
lighting Like new. still
489under warranty
2912 after 5pm

FREE
Dish Network 4-room
satellite system Get
the newest technology
120
DVR
&
HD
with
Cornpulsrs
Americas
w receivers
Top 60 w local netMDM COMPUTERS
works only $31.99 per
A+ Certified Technician
month Call Beasley
On site service
Antenna & Satellite
759.3556
759-0901

1

4113
1itant to Buy

$SCASHS$ paid to
DISH-NETused)
WORK receivers/dishes Will pick up Cali toll
free 1-888-569-2812
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
aluminum
BUYING
cans and other aluminum Key Auto Parts
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray
WANT to buy- Junk Car
and Trucks Call (2701
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
150
Articles
For Sale
Panasonic
2
Commercial
1600
microwaves.
watts $250 each 7598866

INTERNET
Call now to see how
you can get high speed
service
Internet
through satellite for
only $29.99 per month
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901
buildings.
STEEL
garages. storage, leanK&R
to's. carports
Mower Service 7599831
TV'S
20-65' HD televisionsJVC. RCA, Sony &
Toshiba- plasma. LCD
DLP & D-ILA. Also TV
stands. entertainment
surround
centers,
sound, & more. Come
by Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 500 N 4th St
Murray. KY and check
out all our selection
WONDERWOOD
wood stove. $250. cost
$700 new. Fedders
18,000
cembination
BTU air conditioner
BTU
17,500
with
heater
17 25Hx26.5Wx18D.
5200. 753-0916

4X6 utility trailer, excellent condition $450
(270)753-2434

Appraises'

Independent
AVON
Sales Representative
has fully stocked shop
or call for a catalog at
436-5900

refrigerator.
LARA
bottom
freezer on
$200 293-0811 (days)
753-1775 (nights)

11 11 11 . 111 11 1. i• a

www use-truck com
sc.
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Business/Residential
Call Jessica Greer
(270)293-6517
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753-8501

FT Receptionist to
office
physician
excellent
Requires
and
communication
skills
multitasking
Send resume with references to: P.O. Box
1040-F, Murray, KY
42071
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TOM
WOW

Pictures — $12 ea.
(ao mu then two per picture
mho sure lino IS walk)
SS fir tad,addhised gat

I love you Annie!
- Michael

DANCERS
Earn $1,000+ weekly.
The Purple Building at
Leeder Bottom - a great
place to work and have fun
doing it.
270-534-0333
270-293-2069

-

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

11481111116
Lis Plaperly
Lola For Sae
Lois For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & AN.
Auto Parts
Sport Utility *Melee
used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services (Manx'
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

Deadline for receipt of photos 8, love lines
is Tues Feb. 8th at 5:00 p.m.
imi4A
(270) 753-1916.
NItirra Ledger & lime'. I
• P(). Box 11140
•
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SHIH-TZU S&W paps
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

H/0 for sale Orchard
grass and red clover.
Round $20; square,
$3 270-841-1806

Take advantage of our cool winter
specials!
Get a space on our Winter Service
Directory for 1 month for $100 or 2
months for $175.

Quarter Horse for sale,
11 year old strong gelding, experienced trail
horse 2 year old small
bay prulty. green broke,
293-1093
sweet
Kirksey

LOT with or withou
house near hospital on
Poplar Street Good
location for professional office.P0 Box 10400, Murray, KY 42071

Friday at 11 AM.

• •.•
• Call Jill or Julie at 753-1916

TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer
$125,000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545

* *Igke*,,fk
V•1141411-*•
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.*
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**

NEON BEACH
MINI•STORAGE
•All Size Units Available
•Now Have Climate Control

753-3853
160
Home Furnishings

Apartments Forl:Mrit

ANTIQUE Shaker style
cupboard.
baker's
great condition, $600
Solid oak table w/2
leafs. $150. 753-0270
200
Sports &ailment

1BR, quiet neighbor
hood, some utilities
paid, no pets. $240 per
month. 767-9037

WANTED Ruger 10/22
semi-auto 22 rifle 270Please
752-0874
leave a message

2 Room all furnished.
all utilities, water, electric. phone and cable
included. Access to
pool & fitness room.
$150
$400/month,
deposit. Singles for
$350 and up . plus
deposit. Call for infor(270)753mation.
8407.

SEASONED firewood.
$40 a rick delivered
527-8368
C,')
Mobile Homes For $ee 1

1BR-48R apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118

1979 moble. home.
14x70. 3BR, 2 bath,
$5.000. Call 270-7670525 leave message.
1995 16x80 trailer,
2BR. 2BA on 1 acre.
436-5277 after 3PM.
436-5051 day
Buccaneer
1998
deluxe. 16x80, 3BR, 2
bath, extremely clean
(270)489-2525
CLOSE
AWESOME
OUT SPECIALS ON
SIN2004
ALL
GLEWIDES & DOUBLEWIDES!
Land/home packages
731-584available!
9429
DOUBLEWIDE EXPO:
Like new, has fireplace.
set-up includes well &
septic! Call 731-5849429
NEW
YOUR
GET
HQME TODAY WITH
"0" DOWN FINANCING: Call 731-5849429

2BR, $375/mo. Across
Murray
from
Center.
Elementary
753-8096

Mobile Homes For Rent
2BR, 1BA 5 miles north
of Murray 752-0461
RENT to own very nice
mobile home $2,500.
$300 month you own it
in 8 months in Aurora.
, 1BR apt all utilities
tarting at
included
$300 month. (731)3363986. (731)642-8109

Ell
Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
LOTS for rent 753
9866
320
Aredments For Rent
1 bedroom apts $250$350 per month 2BR
townhouses, washer &
dryer included. $410
per month 753-7559
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1. 2 & 38R apts available for immediate
occupancy. Please call
753-8221
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7531BR. 1 bath. W&D,
refrigerator. stove &
dishwasher. $325. 1
month free. 759-8780
4 bedroom house. 1,2,
3 opts 753-1252 or
753-0606

J&L
RENTALS
1059 Buffalo Rd.
Nek Concord. AN 42r6
270-436-5496
I bedroom apartment
Clean and nice.
all appliances including
W/D No pets.
270-436-5496
270-293-6906
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
apartment, all appliances including washer/dryer. deck with outside storage. Excellent
Location! (270)7595885 or (270)293-7085

NICE 38R. IBA with
garage on large lot in
Puryear by owner
(731)247$75,000
5648
TWO-STORY, threetwo-bath
bedroom,
house with attached
garage on 5 acres.
including horse barn,
two buildings, and two
ponds. 354-8400

01' Dyna, H D 9,500
miles, lots of extras
270-759$15,000
9541

Euble

20 words maximum. The bulletin board will
Wednesday
*30run in the Shopping Guide and
Deadline is
** • No refunds for early cancellation.

Lots For Sets
LOCATED at 5153 St
Rt. 1215. 1-2/3 acres,
tanks.
septic
2
$17,500. 489-2296

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

330
Sernces Ofiereel

somas Oland

alltms For SA

"
CO)•AE SEE THE *
BLIZ_Z,ARD OF
SAVINS IN THE
CLASIFIEDS!

0
11,4
O.111
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CLASSIFIEDS

LIKE New! Incredible
Deal' 2003 Land Rover
Discovery, 4x4, V-8,
under 10,000 miles,
condition.
excellent
Asking only $22.000.
Call 731-642-7376
'94 GMC Jimmy, 110k
miles, V6, 4WD, Great
Mechanical/ Physical
Condition. $2,700. Call
270-762-0211 days or
270-293-6085 (cell)
evenings
Used Cars

2002 Ford F-150, red,
32.000 miles, SWB. V6
auto, bed finer, $12,000
OBO 227-0613
1998 Dodge truck, SLT
tnm bed cover Good
$6,400
local truck
080 Call 492-6127 ro
293-1155
89 3/4 ton Chevy.
Great condition, auto,
OBO
$2,200
(270)252-1679

2002 37 ft. Layton slide
2BR, queen and 4
Immaculate.
bunks.
731-479-2221

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
'AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters. tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

02 Mitsubishi Galant
Call 753-5626 ext. 222

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
No icib too small
•Free estimates
753-8858

RESICOIA
LLC.
Contractors,
Residential
Commercial repairs.
additions
remodels
Replacement windows
vinyl siding decks
Insurance claims welcome 270-227-2115,
270-436-5764

WE SERVICE

Rubbish
JUNK/
Rernoval,Sonng cleaning, clean out attics
garages. yard •Waste
etc (270)489-2583

Ward -Elkins

NEED help moving?
Experienced, referrals,
free estimates 270703-2942

Horoscopes
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Monday, Feb. 7, 2005:
Always put your best foot forward. This year you are a natural-born leader, with charisma
and energy helping your life
work. Your spontaneity, mixed
with an innate intelligence, tosses you into the winner's circle.
Fulfill a thirst for new information, different perspectives and
greater understanding. You will
be driven to open up to new concepts. Travel and education
could play significant roles this
birthday year. If you are single,
you will be overwhelmed by
your many choices. Decide how
involved you want to get before
choosing the person. The type of
relationship you desire might
determine who becomes your
sweetie. If you are attached, be
sensitive to your significant
other, even if you are often the
lead actor or in the spotlight.
AQUARIUS understands mote
than you'd like!

View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St.. now accepting.,
applications for: lbr
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
Leave
753-1970
Message.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEW 3BR. 2BA duplex,
$700 per month. Call
293-5423
NEWLY redecorated
2BR, 1 bath, applifurnished,
ances
C/H/A, 1 year lease + 1
mo. deposit, no pets
753-2905
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 01-800-648-6056
ONE bedroom. low utilities, ;so pets. $225
753-3949
SMALL one room apt
plus bath, close to
No
campus, $140
pets 753-5980

Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
NEW @ penny, 10'x15'
units. 436-6227/2933232
PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

1.500 sq. ft shop o
warehouse space, plus
extra nice office and
bathroom located at
810 Sycamore Street.
Call 753-5142 for more
information or to see,
M-F 7:30AM - 5:00PM
OFFICE space small to
huge. Will finish to suit.
space,
Warehouse
storage space, retail
space. Call Larry at
752-0813

Professional
offices for rent.
Utilities paid,
convenient
location right off
court square. Call
753-4529
AMM6

&

holm

DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858

3 Bedroom, 3 Bath,
Ceilings.
Cathedral
two-sided ventless gas
fireplaCe, built in '96,
Southwest area.. 7599541.
3BR, 1BA, LR, den,
brick, 10.5 acres, large
shop, storage building.
central heat/air, carport. 12mi 94 East.
$87,000 753-1951
3BR, 2.5BA, vaulted
ceiling, great room,
privacy
fireplace,
fence, patio, deck.
interior.
immaculate
$120,000. 404 Camelot
Dr 436-2994
3BR, 2BA House, $750
will
owner
down,
finance, located on
Row.
Govenors
Shores
Panorama
area Call Dennis 0 1800-825-6070
4BR. 2 bath with 2-3/4
acres. Fenced off for
horses. Priced in the
60's 298 Van Cleave
Rd Call 293-9440
FOR sale by estate
3BR brick house located near KY Lake.
$40,000. Call 753-1292
or 759-1305
LOCATED at 9909 St.
Rt. 121N, 3BR. 2 bath,
1.5 acres, $69,500
489-2296
MARSHALL.Co 5 min
to Lake, 3+ acres all
fenced. 2 or 3 bedroom, barn tractor
shed, tool shed, several other out buntings.
860,000. Call after
5.00PM 270-354-8665

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing -Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders
(270) 767-0313 or (270)527-7176

oo ng eta
now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order bv 11a.m. &
pick up next day.

TtliK Electric
Licensed contractors:
residential and commercial. Insured. Free
estimates (270)7051075.(270)705-0317

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

by Jacqueline Blgar
Tonight: Say.'
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Put your best foot forward
with the people you work and
deal with on a daily basis. Your
actions help smooth over another's problems. You want to gain
clarity and understanding about
a money matter. Don't take an
agreement for granted. Tonight:
Choose a favorite way to relax.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You inevitably bounce
through whatever you encounter.
Your imagination goes haywire at
the simplest statements. Others
might not get what you are
chuckling about. You also might
not want to share the reason,
either! Tonight: Forget it is
Monday night.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Intuitively, you understand
much more than you realize. You
don't have to share everything
with everyone. In fact, you might
want to test your insights on a
trusted confidante before discussing your opinions. Even you
Could be wrong! Tonight: Happy

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
illiss kr Sale
2001 Black Toyota rooms, roofing, vinyl
Celica GT. 32,000 siding, mobile home
195 acres, joins TVA a
miles, excellent condi- repair. sagging floors,
Wildcat Campground,
tion, $13.500 293- termite & water damcounty water & power,
Houses For Rent
9877 or 759-3781
age. Larry Nimmo
good hardwood and
or
(270)753-937V
huntpine timber, exc.
Oldsmobile
2001
1/2 block from the urn
ing (270)871-2834 or lntngue, 48,000 miles, (270)753-0353
versity, 1304 Olive
BACKHOE &
with warranty. 270-293Blvd. 5BR, 4BA, living (270)748-2808
TRUCKING
9039
room, dining room,
GREAT hunting on BO
ROY HILL.
family room, laundry,
acres with 4BR house '978 '99 Dodge truck,
Septic system, gravel,
office. $875. 573-334in need of TLC. Has red, V8, $4,995. '99.
white rock
4251
barns. Grand Pnx, 4-door. SE,
and
pond
436-2113
2BR. 1BAAC, propane, $150,000. 270-753- $3,950. '99 Astro , rear
Dozer work & Track
wd -4109, 270-227-1545
fridge,
stove,
A/C, $4,250.'97 Chevy hoe
hookup. $460 per
Venture van, $3,950.
G or remodel- The Stars Show the Kind of
month, $400 deposit,
Chevy truck, nice, BUILDIN
'93
Acreage
ing'? Go to
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
pets. 98 Nighthawk Dr.
$4,500. '90 Chevrolet
42071 Buy $55.000
. nwi.v.CAMBRIAUSA.co 4-Positive; 3-Averagr 2-So-so:
Silverado
Cab,
Ext.
15 fenced acres. Nice
612-321-5536
'99 Taurus,
I -Difficult
neighborhood. 5 min- $2,500.
TS Starting
CARPOR
$4,950.
nice,
pets
no
2BA
3BR,
Murray.
utes from
at $675. installed. Roy ARIES (March 21-April 19)
week plus
Locust Grove area
753-1940, $30 per
$60,000.
Hill (270)436-2113.
'94
***** Recognize what works
$600 per month 767- leave message. or 978- down payment.
Tempo, $800 down.'93
& and then make it so. Hesitating
ping
Landsca
D.G.
0430
0523
Century. $900 down.
or stalling will only cause probNursery. 7884 94W
3BR. carport, sunroom, 48 wooded acres on '91 98 Olds, $500 *Mulching
lems, even with the best of intenno pets, $585 753your own private 20 down. '88 Dere, $500 *Fertilization
tions. An associate cannot do
6931 or 293-6070
acre lake, Coldwater down. 753-1522, 293- *Trimming
enough. You will not be able to
area, building site 3124
NEWLY redecorated
*Parking lot sweeping
stop this person, even if you
*Bedding & vegetable would like to. Tonight: You're
3BR, 2BA, C/H/A, cleared near water.
'91 Camry. Auto, PW,
refrigerator, 293-1093.
plants.
stove,
happiest with friends.
PL.$1,200 OBO
435-4431
dishwasher, W&D, carTAURUS (April 20-May-20)
FORTY acres, 3 miles (270)252-1679
port. outside storage.
*** Your unusual efforts come
DNJ HANDYMAN
south of Lynn Grove on
no pets. Lease, refer98
le
Jobs
odd
Oldsmobi
the
back in multiples. Emphasize
all
1985
do
We
Rd.
y
Humphre
ences, deposit, and
daily life and your community
you don't have time
East 893 and Regency,67,575 miles,
between
rent, $525. (270)753owner, Silent
for
status. You might need to work
Raybum Rd. High yield one
1059
293-5438
hard, but you'll succeed beyond
cropland. 35 acres in Auction at Angels Attic,
your expectations. Accept comNICE bnck 3 BR, 1 BA, one field, 5 acres of 972 Chestnut St Bids
DOZER WORK
pliments gracefully. Tonight: A
WfD hook-up, carport.
uncut timber. Approx. accepted 2/8-2/26
INSTALL & REPAIR
force wherever you are.
on dead end street. 757 ft of frontage.
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
walk to roberlson Ele, $139,000., Will subdiGRAVEL HAULING.
***** Your imagination mixes
no pets, $550/ mo. vide into 13.3 acre
Public or Contract
well with your intellect. In fact,
lease. 1 month deposit. tracts at $49,000,
Contact at 270-753you might not be able to sepa9503
References required. (615/822-9054)
96 Ford Aerostar, 7
rate the two. Don't hold back with
759-1552 between 4-9
FUTRELL'S Tree
passenger. 753-0049
love or money. Just zero in. Go
pm
Service
Wren For Sale
sa
removal, off and do. Empathy erihance
in
1995 Mercury Villager Trimming,
2BR
SMALL
Tonight:
ship.
relation
special
GS, $1,800. 753-4480
stump grinding, firevertica
Panorama $240 per
with
2BR
a loved one.
wood. Insured. 489- Touch bas'e with
month. 753-0095 and
duplex behind. Grea
21-July 22)
(June
R
CANCE
2839.
350
978-0742.
'94 Dodge Ram
investment. $65.000
from a partner or
offer
An
****
cargo van. New trans, LAYTON
270-753-4109, 270
Hudson
associate might be too good to
11311
$1,600. Call 492-8156 hauling & backhoe
227-1545
Morsel Rentals
down. You will gain through
turn
or 293-0034
753-4545. 492-6265
2BR, 1BA 950 sq.ft.
this association, especially nght
A&F Warehousing
1.5ac, $55,000. Rent
now. Secuhty and professional
Near MSU $20-50
$460 per month, 98
matters come to the forefront.
753-7668
Nighthawk Dr. 42071
Indulge yourself today and more
615-321-5536
often. Tonight: Togetherness
MURRAY S;ore and

r

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Quality
Remodeling
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience
Walters. 753-2592

at home.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Where your fnends are
is where you want to be. A meeting could turn into a social event
with your steady guidance. You
simply cannot take anyone or
anything seriously right now.
Return calls, ask questions and
explore options. Tonight: Hang
out.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your high performance
gets rewarded sooner rather
than later. In fact, a boss wants
to reward you for your exceptional job. Listen to a loved one who
gives you some feedback. Use
timing. Tonight: Your treat. Enjoy
yourself.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
****** Can you be stopped?
Not if you know what you want
and where you are heading.
Break a pattern if it doesn't serve
you. Sometimes you limit yourself with unchallenged thought
patterns. Encourage others to
play devil's advocate. Tonight: As
you wish.
PISCES (Feb. 18-March 20)
** Know when to say little,
except to a trusted adviser. You
might not always come off as
clear as you would like. Deal with
others on a one-on-one level.
Your subtlety and understanding
draw others. Tonight: Chill with a

works.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Someone lures you in
with softness and caring. What
you are actually seeing is only a
part of this person and not the
total personality. Communication
is heavy and could be burdensome. Still, your upbeat spirit
punctuates your interactions.

friend.
BORN TODAY
Comedian Chris Rock (1966),
author Charles Dickens (1812),
author, Lord Chancellor of
England, Saint Thomas More
(1478)
•fr
•

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http:/hvww.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

In the presence of eternity, the
mountains are as transient as
-Robert Green Ingersoll
the clouds.

1 00+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in
6
#1 & #2 available in muKt cofors

Call Metal Man
-00-909-9064•270-247-8844

Accepting New
.Lduatz
Ear, Nose & Throal
Phillip Mapper. 11.0

KENTUCKY LAKE
MOVING CO.

- Hearing Aids -

- No Referrals Require4
Call for Appointment(270) 759-

270-753-2442
MEM I MIR

RYAN ROTA

NEED ROCK?
Oriier your D.G.A. (driveway rock) today
and save. Rip rap and all other limestone
products also available. Can spread with
tractor for an additional charge.

SHERMAN TRUCKING
Benton. K1
Call Andy Sherman

* Cell: 276-210-0665
Home: 270-5r-59A2

%400 South 8th

•"; it

Alit,
.,....'.

vi tirray, KY

42071

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Bien told "no" by ottee! Give us a can or come by ear office!
• We have programs thatalloo us to say "yes"
to your home purcloase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-apprtwal!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

_A
Young parents should finish LookingBack
10 years ago
school before keeping house
Calloway County

Arthritis not related to
thyroid disease
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IThe Earty Show IC !Model WilliamsI The Praxis Right _News
News X
Jane Purley
-1 Newel
Today (in Stereo) X
7 Good teen%
Regis and Kay The View (N)I Worn News
Good Morning Mimics X
Tenn SNOW StreetI Booth- Barney Jokers Repro
Rogers Callou Lions
WW1 Couch
Divorce AMIN
Sends Pot
2 3 Paid
niched Hatchet Judp INehis X Peopie s Court
Pal
Good Day Live X
Pet
11 30 Paid
Paid
Berens- Under- Grilse Dennis Home Delivery (N) Pat
News

Paid

Ron P.

Dragon Zoboo

Ask This Snidest With the Ms

VOBJ-MIC 7 7

I

Yourig-Restiess
RV& AM KIIIN The Price is Right.
N*gl*Mupisml
P-1-I
WGN
16 31 I 10 Chang- BMW. Hap
Hilbil- HMI- WOW he D A Hest of
Map
Mink
MMLowe
*NSF
17 id a Inns Kgd
Feed
lapse Ufa Tod Your 'Meyer
1/10111-PBS 21 21 5 11 Altus Ciglowl Drawn Caliou Shrinks Barney Sesame Street X lions TOMB Rogers Reading
.
WDKA-W5 22 16 10
Beam- Living Thais Porkers Mired Spin
Paid
Paid
Chapel Sabine Sabrina Paid
I
WortsCeneer
SiPorlkt
ESPN
24 29 X 8 SportsCariter
SportsCenter
SportsCariew X
World-Poker
ESPN2 25 X 25
Cold Plaza In Stereo1 I
Super 1Supw Cold Pins(In Stereo LrxeiI
Come In iRoom Made SaW
MTV
MTV Hits
26 49 27 24 (5:00)11711 Video Wake-Up (In Stereo)

Sine-

52 26 21 13

COURT

WIFT-P85 8 B

Jonah

Cornerstone X

WTBS
TOON

WOW

Baptist Chwch
Nature'in Stereo)

Osten

SPIKE

NICK

Untold Stories.

Animal Catholic Mess

WTwlS

Trianon
Bapdst Church

CBS News Sunday Morning Notion
Mutant X X
The X-Flies I

a Si)36 2 Robot Robot Robot 'Robot Robot
37 22)$4 Rocket Rugrats Neutron Neutron Sponge
43 38 18 House House pork- Room Linton
44 33 3A 23 Paid
Paid
TV
Paid
Paid

MTV

Tonnes- Word

Gw-

Rebecca Gsdgt-

Love

21 27 39 14 Blois: r Ain Sem"(2001, Drama)Sew Penn.
**
#(20(Q)Jonaslgolm
Whirr You Out
Paid
Paid
Paid
Trading Spaces In a Fix
Paid

TLC
USA

This Week

Fox News Sunday Al Access

WOU-MIS 21 21 5 11 Thomas Clifford Sesame Street X Money Teel*
WDKA-WB 22 16 10
Paid
Paid
Paid
014fiel In
ESPN
24 29 26 8 SportsC- SportsCenter X NFL
SporteC• Lines
ESPN2 25 30 25
Super Super Super Super Super seam
MTV
26 49 27 24 Music Videos
Room Room NewlyNT

ABC
11 1101111AIX 2 2

Bala,
Coral Ridge Hour Bellew lliour of Power I This Week
Toe* in Stew) McelBwPr.ssI In Touch 1
Snowboardng I
Paid
Mew

GALAXY
IVatikKll R. II- MURRAY ELECTRIC,C- MEDIACOM,Dit
11:00
10:30
10:00
I 7:30 800 830 9:00 I 9:30
Pansy
Jane
TItaVINlI
Goottionting America
RION Intl WI
WOO'The Tin
The V111111(N) X
Tony DIM
Good Morning Antics I

MONDAY

A- CHARTER,B- MURRAY ELECTRIC,C- SIEDIACOM,D- GALAXY
2:00

2.30

3:00

330

General Hoopla Larryikier
Cloys of our Uvas Dr. Phil

News

News

News

Edlion insider Or. Phil

Jeop

Makin- News! MC

Gwen Hospital **Or. Phil

Oprah Winfrey I News

Paid

Girt-

Stetting Over X

Manor King HY SiamRay-

Blind

Bind

Zoom! News-Lehrer:
Yea

Oprah Winfrey X News X News

News! Ray-

Magnum, Pl. K

Cosby

WIN

Home Videos

1st & 10 NFL

SportsCenter

Mass `' Bed

Discov- Steel
Mucha

Super Super
Made "El&D Race" Come ki Room

Road-Pro Bard

Cosby

Wave

WI

Hidwy Cerullo

Drkgon GED

Busi-:

NeWs-Lehrw

Yu Gi

Yu Gi

Cosby

Cosby

Home

Horn

inter;

SportsCentsrl

CAW

askdball

Poker

Countdown

Tn./

Dien elect
Law & Order X
ln a Flx X

Law & Order X

Law & Onier X

Angel (In Stereo) Clwated X

Younger a.

Trading Spaces

WhNe You Out

Clean Sweep

USA

Movie: -The Three titailalifieen" Strong Meacine Nanny Nanny Golden Golden Sod Stub
JAG! Movie: eels Her(2003. Action)I *one:*** 'Sneakers"MK)Robed Redford. JAG In Stereo)I JAG t In Stereo)I

AMC

6ilevis Das/Hunt

A&E
FAN

Cold Case Flies

Unsolved Myst.

Movie: cc Toro 10From !Overcast-OM}
/
2',Mt The SfismiWOMO2)1'043'
Moyle *-*1
Third Watch I City Continent Cold Case Fees
Movie: "emsof Fire"(1918, Drama) Murder-Wrote
Boy
1Boy
Family Step
Step
Smallviile
FullHee FultHse Gilmore Girls! 7111 Henan 1

NICK

Family
Bait-

HGTV

Decant, Send-

SPIKE
WTBS

Star Trek Gen.

Lazy-%grate Rugrats Citing Rocket Oddpar- Neutron Sponge Rock

U-Pick

%watt Neutron Ono,-

Minion Design Design Design- House Country Crafters Homes Week- LandlitecGyver
Star Trek Gen.
Reel TV Real TY Meximum Exp. Poke Videos

Drew
Yes
Tes
Cosby Cosby Harvey Harvey Drew
Looney Looriey OLTY
Coen- Orry
Ed, End Ed, Edd !Grim
COURT Both Sides
Closing Arguments

Home' Home

TOON

House

Sainted ISeinteld Ray-

Totally Turtles Ski&
Catherine Crier

Curo

CV: Crime Sal

Titans

WPC Blue

May-

Grim

Ed, Edd

Cope! Cops X

BET

BET Now

CIATV

i1ICCCNTMusIc

HBO

Movie: Mr. Wang Movie: & Our(1907)
Mons cc 'Torque-(2004) *Mr *sr* 'The Rundown Move: art 'Runaway Aer
(1103)Mods: TkoodFates" Movie:* 'Wangs= Jack"X Moat. "Best Laid Awe TV Re*:*it* 'The People vs. Lany Flynt"(1 )

MAX
SHOW

106 & Park: Top 10 Live
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BET
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Movie Passer'F. Movie
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Lizzie ) Sister 1So
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News

Tonight Show

News
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UM'Night
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News
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News
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Late Show

Friends

ESPN2
MTV
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Lail & Order X
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Cribs
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Street
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Law & Order X

UFE
USA
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A&E
FAN
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SPIKE

Without a Trace I
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Plastic Surgery
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AMC
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X Extra '
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Goldin
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iLaw & Older WU

Monk 35

CIO

Aydin II

NOMa

DO*
Gott
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Aline 58 MIMS Goa
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Cason 24/7(N)I

Whose/ Whose? Whose? Whose? Whose? Whose? Tim 7111ClubI
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Seinteld WON

10014
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COURT

Thre
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HaleIRON , Mind

Conk Non
Deaden11011

DOM

Now You Soo IL°

cr

FUX

Ihrt*lair(1983)'F1'
On Sterio) TUn-

RoseDesigned

Forensic Forensic
*MC

CIO Comic View
Malik

War(2to4)

Starsky Hulett' Y.P
acts "Crark tikart2G32)

Lizzie

Paid

Falif

Psychic DANIA. Mona

[NET
HBO

Paid

Late Late Show

Holcomb Missions Fellow-

Real Vend Room

!Cribs

Paid

Becker X Becker! Home Delivery (N)

WIGIOBS Kentucky Tonight X Nova In Stereo)11 Fp:inane (in Stereo) Assembly News
WorkNahr.
WOKA-11111 7th Woven (NI X
Everwood (In Stereo) Judge J. —J. WI
RoesRoar
Paid
ESPti
Conga Bennie College Basketball: Okla. at Okla. St.
SportsCenter(Live) Congo Insirattiell

Mode:cc rioekke"
'FT X Beetinis
1

Home

Replay Chang- Haps

Meets 4Caroat Bak

Boy

Maw

Guidkm tight! Ellen Show

NFL

!intik
1 Ivwyday Pew/el

Fortune

Yes'

ESPN
SportsCenter X
ESPN2 Series-Poker
MTV
True Ule
TNT
Judging Amy X
UFE

News

700

link-

Arthur

News! Fortune

Ink-

CYberPoke-

Baby

ABC

Dragon !Calked PaYa IP"S'
Maury(N)
Few Fedor

Feud

Wed-

6:00 1 6:30

NBC
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Pro-

5:30

Edition News

itikt-W8 Ule & Style(N)X Jerry Springer X Feud

Made (In Stereo)
NYPD Blue X

5:00

News

Reading !Cylw- Shrine Zoboo

Baumann 1

4:30

Oprah Winfrey 35 News

As World Turns

Guiding Ught

INSP
Life Tod Fellow- link111131U-F8S Keeping Keeping Berens- Shrinks Zoom

TLC

4 r)[J

News I Font,
New. News News ABC
lardsEnterNewel f
'Wakens News! ABC

General Hospital

The 700 ClubI
W2711-411 Peed
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Enter- !Missing
KFYS-CBS News X Bold
As World Turns
WON
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===IN Kim
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